Classic Arms (Pty) Ltd
Is proud to present its 59th Auction
Of Collectable, Classic, Sporting &
Other Arms, Accoutrements and Edged Weapons.

The Portuguese Club, Nita Street, Del Judor X4, Witbank
on 25 November 2017
Viewing will start at 09:00 and Auction at 12:00
Enquiries:
Tel: 013 656 2923 Fax: 013 656 1835
Email: info@classicarms.co.za
CATEGORY A ~ COLLECTABLES
Lot #

Lot Description

A1

AK Magazine
Polymer magazine.
AK Magazines x2 & Speed Loader
One steel & one polymer magazine, plus leather pouch with two extended
speed loaders. All good plus condition.
FN-Fal /R1 Magazines x 14
SA issue 20rd magazines for the R1/FN rifles. Good condition.
BAR Spares Kit & Webbing & 4 x Magazines
In military webbing issue kit with carrying straps. Includes oil bottles, stuck
case extractor, cleaning kit, multi-function spanner, magazine loader, spare
springs, reaming tool and other unidentified items. Includes four magazines
in US military webbing kit dated 1963. Excellent condition.

A2

A3
A4

A5
A6

A7
A8
A9
A10
A11

A12

Estimate

BAR 30/06 Magazines x 5
Still in original military wrapping paper. Condition as new.
Gas Masks x 2
One British military issue gas mask, WW2 vintage and one current issue
gas mask. Both in their webbing containers. Good condition.
9mmp Star Mod B Magazines x 5
Good condition.
9mmp Uzi Magazines x 5
All good condition.
5,56 LM 50round Magazines x 3
Steel magazines. Good original condition. Scarce.
5,56 LM 50 Round Magazines x 3
Steel magazines. Good original. Scarce.
FN 7,62 30 Round Magazines x 8
Good used condition. Ex Rhodesian army were used on both the 7,62mm
Bren LMG and the FN-FAL/R1 rifles.
Powder Flask
Repro brass powder flask. GC.
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R 150.00
R 500.00

R 2200.00
R 1800.00

R 1750.00
R 500.00

R 1250.00
R 1250.00
R 1500.00
R 1500.00
R 3000.00

R 180.00

A13

Bayonet Training Musket
The style of musket with underlug and handguard was introduced as the
Mk4 in 1894 and was removed from service in 1925. Butt marked to "F.H
Ayres Ltd. London" with military acceptance stamps as well. Good original
condition.

R 3500.00

A14

"Swastika At War"
Edited by Robert Hunt & Tom Hartman. A pictorial history of WW2 taken
from Adolf Hitler's propaganda magazine, "Signal". Good original condition.

R 600.00

A15

Gun Books x 4
The Shooters Bible (1984) No 75 65th Anniversary Edition ; Shooters Bible
(1989) No 80; Gun Digest 30th Anniversary 1976 Delux Edition edited by
John T Amber; Guns Illustrated 2010 42nd Edition edited by Dan Shideler.

R 400.00

A16

Handloaders Manual Of Cartridge Conversions.
By John J.Donelly. Soft cover 1055 pages. Good condition.
Automatic Pistols - Assembly & Disassembly
By J.B.Woods. Soft cover 750 pages. Step-by-step photos for 90 models &
260 variants. Extremely detailed.
"Handguns Of The World"
Ezell. Hardcover book of 704 pages. A comprehensive international guide to
military revolvers and self-loaders. Good plus condition.
Guns Books x 11
"The World's Great Small Arms", The Complete handgun 1200 to the
present", "Handguns & Rifles, The Complete Encyclopaedia of Pistols &
Revolvers", "Modern Handguns", "Gunsmithing made easy", "Bolt Action
Rifles", " Handloading for Handgunners", "Successful Pistol Shooting", "The
Illustrated Catalog of Handguns" & "Firearms collecting for Amateurs".

R 300.00

Gun books x 3
"Firearms Assembly/Disassembly Pistols & Revolvers" Vol 1 & 2 and "ABC's
of Reloading". Soft cover.
Artillery of the Anglo-Boer War By Lionel Crook
Signed leather bound limited edition. Edited by Ron Bester. Hard cover of
335 pages. No.10 of 100. The authoritative work on the Boer War Artillery of
both Boer & Brit. New.
"Islands In the Stream" 1st Edition
By Ernest Hemingway. Hardcover, very good condition.
Mein Kampf 2013 by Adolf Hitler
Translated by Ralph Manheim with an introduction by D.C.Watt. Excellent
condition.
The Flame Trees of Thika
Memoirs of an African childhood by Elspeth Huxley. Good plus condition.

R 400.00

A17

A18

A19

A20

A21

A22
A23

A24
A25

A26

Land of Black Buffalo 1st Edition
Hardcover. An autobiography by Paul Smiles in the Afrikana/hunting field.
Good condition.
.303 Bandoleers x 2 & Holster
Leather Military Issue .303 bandoliers and a leather military issue revolver
holster.
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R 400.00

R 350.00

R 600.00

R 950.00

R 2200.00
R 1700.00

R 600.00
R 2200.00

R 450.00

A27

FN/SLR Trilux Optical Combat Sight
British & Rhodesian military issue optical sight with inverted post for use on
FN-Fal & SLR rifles. Limited night-vision capability. Good original condition.

A28

7,62mm FN Combat Sight
Quick-point green dot sight mounted on FN-Fal/R1 dust cover mount. Issued
to Rhodesian troops during the Bush war. Some scratches to finish, rest
good overall.
German Rifle "Tobacco Tin" Cleaning Kit
Standard issue German cleaning kit WW2. Complete with all contents.
Brought back from Western Desert by a gunner. Good condition.
Weirauch HW25 Air Rifle
Very good condition.
Repro Mauser Broomhandle Shoulder Stock
Good repro made up using original hinge and pistol locking assembly. Only
flaw is missing flap lock.
Die Sets x 2 30/06 spr & 7,5x55 Swiss
Lyman .30-06 dies, Simplex 7,5x55mm dies. Both sets in good condition.

A29

A30
A31

A32
A33

A34

A35

A36

A37

A38

A39
A40

A41

R 3750.00

R 750.00

R 500.00

R 500.00
R 1500.00

R 400.00

.177 Webley Premier Pistol
Red chequered grips, 170mm barrel, adjustable rear sight. Very good plus
condition.
Mauser Broomhandle & Colt SAA Replica
Alloy castings of Broomhandle Mauser & Colt single action revolver. For
display purposes only.
30mm EAW Sidemount for M98 Mauser Rifle.
Detachable 30mm sporting sidemount for M98 series rifle. Excellent
condition.
WW I British Trench Periscope & Spotters Telescope
Periscope in original leather case with beech operating handle. Periscope
marked, "Periscope No.14 X10 R.R. Beck Ltd. London 4760". Complete with
tripod and brass four pull telescope. Leather cover missing from forward
portion of spotting scope, rest all good original condition.

R 1450.00

British Issue Heliograph
Leather case marked "Helio 5" Mk. V R.S & S. Ltd" Complete with issue
tripod & carrying strap. Complete and in good original condition.
FN-Mag Tripod
Issued to Rhodesians for bush war use. Belgian made alloy frame. Good
used condition.
Bren Gun Tripod
Issued to Rhodesian troops in bush war. Steel framed, good condition.
Helmets x 5
SADF "staaldak" as used during border war x 2, SAP riot helmet which is
virtually identical to German WW2 helmet, British "tin helmet" as used in
WW2, current SANDF helmet.
Bren Gun Bipod
Used in Rhodesian bush war. Fair traces of Rhodesian camo paint still
adhering to bipod.

R 3000.00
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R 375.00

R 800.00

R 5000.00

R 3750.00

R 3750.00
R 750.00

R 1950.00

A42

.577/450 Martini Dies & Cases
.577/450 Martini-Henry Lee dies & 60 x new Bertram cases.

R 4500.00

CATEGORY B ~ MUZZLELOADERS
Lot #

Lot Description

B1

.45cal Percussion Target Rifle
English styled target rifle with 32,75" barrel sporting peep adjustable foresight, nosecap which can be used as a muzzle guide and a windage
adjustable medium range rear peep sight. Provision for mounting peep sight
to rear of butt for back position shooting. Rifle has horn fore-end tip, wraparound chequering to both fore-end and pistol grip and a chequered steel
buttplate. Full length trigger guard tang to pistol grip. Very well figured walnut
butt. Gun previously belonged to a black powder target shooter. Very good
condition.

R 8500.00

B2

Arabian Jezail
Round rifled barrel of 40,5" with bead foresight and peep type rear sight.
Barrel secured to fullstock with numerous brass barrel bands. Typical curved
jezail type stock with a full length brass tang running from the triggerguard
and down the stock. Buttplate appears to be made of horn. Lockplate carries
EIC markings and "Brander 1805". Brass plate repairs to the tang area.
Overall good condition. This would appear to be a working original rather
than a " tourist special".
Indian Matchlock
Long 56" barrel with gold inlay to the muzzle and breech areas. Full-length
fore-end secured with cord wrapping. Straight wooden butt. Gold plated
trigger, steel breech area. Some ID stippling 8" down the barrel. Bead
foresight, post type rear sight. An authentic piece in good original condition.

R 2500.00

B4

10ga Handmade Blackpowder Shotgun
Built by the late Belgian gunsmith Louis Tavlet in 1974. Consists of a barrel
measuring 41", handmade stock with recoil pad and engraving to the barrel.
Not the prettiest of items but it would make a good working gun for someone.

R 2500.00

B5

WJ Rawbone S/S Percussion Combination

R 1750.00

B3

B6

B7

Estimate

Top rib of 29,25" barrel marked to "W.J. Rawbone" as are lock plates. Foreend tip/rod pipe missing from stock. Chequered wrist. Three x folding leaf
rear sights. Barrel rifled for winged conical bullet. Metalwork refinished. Fair
to good overall condition.
Pair of English Style Flintlock Pistols - Cased
Repro set which looks like the work of McKrill. In Custom fitted wooden case
with brass mould, powder flask & loading rod. Pistols are fashioned from
wood & brass & have round barrels of 9", brass nosecaps, brass-mounted
wedge pins, buttcaps and full-length trigger guard tangs. Crowns to
lockwork. Pistols appear to be unfired and are in "as new" condition.
William Powell Percussion Saw Handle Pistol
Lock with intercepting safety marked to "William Powell & Son". Cal .45,
octagonal barrel of 9,5" in excellent condition. Period type adjustable sights.
German silver fore-end cap, hooked triggerguard, metal butt piece and
sawback grip. All in good working order. Pistol previously belonged to a
black powder target shottist. Grip displays signs of an earlier professional
repair.
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R 3500.00

R 7500.00

R 6500.00

B8

.45 cal. European Percussion Target Pistol
Pistol would date 1850/60'S. Octagon 10" barrel with excellent bore. Period
type adjustable sights. German silver nosecap, hooked trigger-guard,
chequered grip with silver plate to it. Previously belonged to a black powder
target shottist. Very good condition.

R 6500.00

CATEGORY C ~ EDGED WEAPONS
Lot #

Lot Description

C1

East German Mod.2 AKM Bayonet
Double-edged sawback blade of 160mm with wire cutting slot. Black plastic
handle & scabbard, Good plus condition.
Bulgarian AK74 Knife Bayonet
Clip point, sawback blade of 145mm with wire cutting slot. Black plastic
handle and scabbard. Excellent original condition.
East German AKM Mod.2 Bayonet
Rare. Clip point, sawback, wire cutting blade of 148mm. Brown handle with
black plastic finished scabbard. Good plus condition.
Russian 2nd Model AKM Bayonet
Clip point saw back blade of 146mm with wire cutting slot. Reddish brown
handle and reinforcing to scabbard. Produced at Ishvest arsenal. Very good
plus to excellent condition.
Polish 6x3 AK Bayonet
Very scarce. Clip point blade of 149mm with wire cutting slot. Reddish brown
composition handles. Black steel scabbard with insulating cover. Good to
good plus condition.
Polish 6x4 Beryl AK Bayonet
Clip point blade of 150mm with wire cutting slot. Reddish brown handles,
black steel scabbard with insulating cover to it. Good plus condition.

R 750.00

East German AKM Bayonet
Clip point sawback blade of 145mm with wire-cutting slot. Light brown plastic
handle, black plastic scabbard. Excellent condition.
Bulgarian 2nd Type AKM Bayonet
Clip point sawback blade of 150mm with wire cutting slot. Reddish brown
handles with similar coloured plastic scabbard. Good plus condition.

R 750.00

Yugoslav M70 AKM Bayonet
Clip point sawback blade of 148mm with wire-cutting slot. Black plastic
handle & scabbard. Excellent condition.
Russian Mod 6x5 Knife Bayonet By Ishvest
Double-edged spear pointed sawback blade of 160mm with wire cutting slot.
All black plastic handle and scabbard. Ishvest fletched arrow trademark to
bottom of scabbard.
Romanian AKM Type 1 Bayonet
Clip point saw back blade of 150mm with wire cutting slot. Reddish brown
handles. Steel scabbard with insulating cover. Webbing frog with leather
mounts. Good plus condition.

R 750.00

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C7

C8

C9

C10

C11

Estimate
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R 750.00

R 750.00

R 750.00

R 850.00

R 750.00

R 750.00

R 750.00

R 750.00

C12

C13
C14

C15

C16

C17

C18

C19

C20

C21

Iraqi 6x3 AKM Bayonet
Rare brown handled variant. Clip point sawback blade of 145mm with wirecutting slot, brown handles, black finished steel with insulating strip to it.
Good condition.
Czech VZ58 Bayonet
Reddish fibre material to handle. Extremely good condition.
AKM Romanian Bayonet
Reddish brown grips, insulation to handle for wire-cutting use. Blade with
serrated sawback & wire-cutting slot. Good plus condition.
Russian AK47 Bayonet
Fullered 200mm blade, reddish brown grips. Steel scabbard with
webbing/leather frog. Good condition.
Polish AKM Training Bayonet Model 1985 Gal
Handle is the same as conventional bayonet but it has a spring loaded
retractable blade with a rubber buffer to the front of it for non-lethal bayonet
training use. Mint condition.
Japanese Model 1897 Arisaka Type 30 Bayonet
Produced at 2nd Tokyo arsenal. Fullered knife blade of 398mm with 2nd
Tokyo Artillery Arsenal mark to the ricasso. Wooden grips completely
surrounding the bottom half of the tang, crossguard with muzzle ring and
swept-forward, strongly curved quillon. Pommel & crossguard heavily blued.
All steel blued scabbard with cylindrical finial and leather frog fitted. Good
plus condition.
Japanese M1897 Type 30 Arisaka
Produced at Kokura arsenal. Fullered knife blade of 398mm with Kokura
Arsenal mark to the ricasso. Wooden grips to the tang, crossguard with
muzzle ring and swept-forward, strongly curved quillon. Pommel &
crossguard heavily blued. All steel blued scabbard with cylindrical finial..
Good plus condition.
Japanese Arisaka Type 30 Bayonet
Produced at Kokura arsenal. Fullered knife blade of 398mm with Kokura
Arsenal mark to the ricasso. Wooden grips to the tang. Straight crossguard
with muzzle ring. Blade heavily blued. All steel blued scabbard with
cylindrical finial. Includes leather frog. Good plus condition.

R 2250.00

Japanese Mod. 1897 Type 30 Bayonet - Wooden Scabbard

R 2250.00

Produced at Hikarii Seiki Seisakusho arsenal. Fullered knife blade of 398mm
with Arsenal mark to the ricasso. Wooden grips completely surrounding the
bottom half of the tang, crossguard with muzzle ring and swept-forward,
strongly curved quillon. Pommel & crossguard heavily blued. Wooden
scabbard made of two pieces of wood glued and strung together and steel
chape & finial. Good to good plus condition.
Czech VZ24 Mauser 1898 Bayonet
Reversed 299mm fullered blade with the cutting edge on top. CZ marking to
ricasso. Wood grips, with press stud on the right slightly protrudes from the
pommel. All steel scabbard with leather frog. Excellent condition.
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R 850.00

R 850.00
R 700.00

R 500.00

R 750.00

R 2250.00

R 2250.00

R 650.00

C22

Mod 1895 Chilean Mauser Bayonet
Single edged & fullered knife blade of 250mm. Ricasso Marked
"Weyersberg Kirchbaum & Co. Solingen". Steel hilt with two piece wood
grips & steel crossguard with muzzle ring. Steel scabbard. Good original
condition. This bayonet also fits the 7mm "Boer Mauser" rifle.

R 950.00

C23

Austro-Hungarian M1895 Mannlicher NCO's Bayonet

R 850.00

Reversed cutting edge to 249mm fullered blade which is stamped "OE over
WG" to the ricasso. Wooden grips held by two screws, Cross guard with
quillion and lanyard ring in the pommel. Steel scabbard and leather frog. All
good original condition.
C24

Mexican M1936 Bayonet
For Model 1936 & M1954 Mauser Short rifles. Fullered sabre blade of
380mm. The left side stamped with a "Z" in a circle. Shaped wood grips
secured by two steel rivets. crossguard with muzzle. All steel parts blued.
Steel scabbard blued as well. Some loss of blue to scabbard, otherwise all
good to good plus original.

R 950.00

C25

Brazil M1934 Mauser Bayonet
Knife blade of 385mm fullered on both sides. No maker's name to ricasso.
Wood grips retained by domed rivets, crossguard with muzzle ring and
swept-forward quillon with finial. Leather scabbard with steel fittings. Good
condition.
Argentinian M1891 Navy Mauser Rifle Bayonet
Sabre blade of 395mm with Argentinian crest removed from the right side of
the ricasso. Opposite side carries makers name & address "Weyersberg
Kirschbaum & Cie Solingen". Brass grips secured by two brass rivets,
steel pommel with crossguard, muzzle ring and long swept-forward quillon
with finial. All steel blued scabbard with leather frog and portepee knot. Good
to good plus condition.

R 750.00

Argentinian Mauser M1891 Bayonet

R 750.00

C26

C27

R 950.00

Sabre blade fullered of 400mm struck "Modelo Argentino 1891" over
Argentinian crest & serial number. Marked "Weyersberg Kirscbam & Co.
Solingen" on the other side. Hilt of aluminium grips secured by two steel
rivets, steel pommel & crossguard and long forward swept quillon. All steel
blued scabbard with leather frog. An attempt has been made at removing the
Argentine crest at disposal time. All in good plus condition.
C28

Argentinian M1909 Mauser
Very similar to the Argentine M1909 Mauser cavalry carbine bayonet but
manufactured in Argentina by F.M.A.P. Argentine crest to ricasso above
"E.A & F.M 006742" serial number which is matching to the scabbard.
Opposite side of ricasso marked "D.G.F.M.[F.M.A.P] Sable Bayoneta
Mauser Mod 1909". Leather frog of a different pattern fitted to steel
scabbard. Scarce, good plus condition.

C29

Swedish M-96 Bayonet
Bright finished 210mm blade with a narrow central fuller. Oval all steel
chequered metal hilt. Some wear to bluing on hilt & steel scabbard, bright
finished blade.
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R 2250.00

R 850.00

C30

Swiss Model 1911 & 1931 Bayonet
Also used on the SIG AK 53 Assault rifle. Double-edged blade of 300mm
with a central ridge. Ricasso marked "WAFFENFABRIK NEUHAUSEN".
Blued steel scabbard. Good plus condition.

C31

Russian Mod 1938/40 Tokarev Bayonet
Single edged, fullered blade of 245mm ending in a double edged point. Hilt
has wood grips held by two screw bolts. Blued all steel scabbard. Good
overall condition.
Remington Rolling Block M1889 Mexican Bayonet
Wood grips held by two steel rivets, crossguard with quillion. Polished &
fullered steel blade of 208mm. Blued steel scabbard with a permanently
attached leather frog. Good overall.

C32

C33

KS98 Mauser Bayonet
Issued to German colonial troops [Kaiserliche Schutztruppen] in German
Southwest Africa. Matching "KS" numbers to crossguard & scabbard.
Sawback fullered blade of 250mm. Crossguard with short reversed quillion.
RH side of chequered black leather grips show considerable wear, rest good
condition.

C34

Yugoslav Mod 1924B Mauser Bayonet
Built from a S98 German Quillback bayonet. Shortened 380mm fullered
blade marked "W.K.& C. Solingen". Two piece wooden grip, short quillion
has been removed. Steel scabbard. All blued finish and rather good
condition.
Mauser Model 98 Bayonet

C35

R 1250.00

R 750.00

R 850.00

R 1250.00

R 750.00

R 1950.00

Standard "Kurzes Seitengewehr Model 1898" bayonet with 252mm
sawback blade length. Ricasso marked "F. Horster Solingen". Plain wood
grips, steel scabbard. Good overall.
C36

German K98 84/98 Bayonet
Fullered blade of 250mm has right side struck with a serial number, left side
with code "43 crs". Hilt of bakelite held by two screwbolts and flashguard.
Steel scabbard. Good original condition.

R 1250.00

C37

Mauser K98 SG84/98 Bayonet
Blued, fullered blade of 250mm. Right side of ricasso struck with serial
number, left side with makers code "ab". Bakelite grips held by two
screwbolts. Blued steel scabbard with leather frog. All in very good plus
condition.
German WW2 K98 Dress Bayonet

R 1250.00

C38

R 1750.00

By "E. Pack & Sohne Solingen". Chequered black plastic grip, 192mm
chromed, fullered blade & crossguard with a short quillion. Overall length
320mm. Black finished steel scabbard. All in mint condition.
C39

German Dress Bayonet

R 1800.00

By "E. Pack & Sohne Solingen". Fullered blade of 245mm with makers
marks to ricasso, black chequered grips. Finial & quillion, blade & pommel all
nickelled. Black finished scabbard. Very good plus condition.
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C40

German K98 Dress Bayonet

R 1600.00

C41

Ricasso of 210mm fullered blade marked "Garantie Stahl". Scarce
chequered wood grips to pommel. Nickelled finish to pommel, quillion and
blade. Black finished steel scabbard. Good plus condition.
German K98 Dress Bayonet

R 1650.00

C42

By "Tiger Solingen" with tiger trademark to opposite side of ricasso.
Chequered black plastic grip, 245mm fullered blade, nickelled blade
crossguard and short quillion. Gloss black stove-enamelled scabbard.
Excellent to mint condition.
M1898 Short Dress Bayonet 1907

R 1750.00

Staghorn grips to pommel, ricasso of 255mm fullered marked "V.C.
Schilling Suhl". Pommel, quillion and blade all in black finish. Leather
scabbard with steel mounts. All in good original condition.
C43

Imperial German KS98 Heavy Pattern Dress Bayonet
Horn chequered grips, 250mm fullered blade, black scabbard leather frog &
portepee knot. Nickelled finish to blade, quillion and pommel. Very good plus
condition.

R 1750.00

C44

R 550.00

C45

Uzi & R1 Bayonet
SADF R1 bayonet in webbing frog and ex-SADF bayonet UZI . Both in
excellent condition.
P1888 Mk1 2nd type .303 Bayonet
Double edged knife blade with ricasso marked "Sanderson Sheffield" and
dated "2.00" with military acceptance stamps to reverse side of ricasso. UDF
ownership stamp to reverse side of ricasso. Includes leather scabbard &
frog. Four notches have been cut into the hilt. Good overall.

R 1250.00

C46

Patt 1888 Bayonet

R 1250.00

Double edged knife blade with ricasso marked "Sanderson Sheffield" and
dated "11.98" with military acceptance stamps to reverse side of ricasso.
Includes leather scabbard. Good plus condition.
C47

P1907 .303 Bayonet

R 550.00

Extensive military markings to both side of ricasso. Made by Sanderson
1.10". Hilt stamped "SAP" & "RSA". "UDF" stamp to hilt. Good condition but
for ding to bottom of scabbard.
C48

.303 Pattern 1907 Bayonet

R 950.00

Extensive military markings to both side of ricasso. Made by "Wilkinson
8.17". Hilt stamped "SAP" & "RSA". "UDF" stamp to pommel. Good
condition but for chip to scale on RH hilt.
C49

Pritchard/Greener Bayonet For .455 Webley Mk6
Designed for trench warfare officers use on the .455 Webley Mk6 revolver.
The forward portion of the French M1874 Gras T-shaped blade measuring
210mm was used in combination with a brass hilt. A shortened version of the
French M1874 with the top part removed was used as a scabbard. Good
plus condition. There have been as many repro's as originals made and no
guarantee as to authenticity can be given.
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R 1850.00

C50

US Military M3 Trench Knife
Original US military model M3 trench knife compete with its correct M8
scabbard. The M3 serveda s the basis for the M4 bayonet developed for the
M1 carbine and is similar in appearance. Bayonet is in good original
condition with grooved leather grip, marked "U.S.M3" and "Case" on the
guard. Blade has been sharpened. Scabbard also in very good condition and
marked "U.S.M8" and "B.M.CO".

R 1450.00

C51

Sykes Fairbairn Dagger
As used by British commandos in WW2. Double edged 175mm blade, black
finished ribbed brass handle, leather scabbard. Excellent condition.

C52

Nazi SA Dagger

R 3950.00

C53

Double edged dagger blade of 220mm which carries makers marks "Aug.
Knecht Solingen" and "Alles fur Deutschland" to opposite side. German
Eagle surmounting swastika to wooden grip. German silver crossguard and
pommel. Some vey light pitting to blade and some loss of finish to scabbard,
rest good condition.
Seaforth Highlanders Scottish Dirk

R 7500.00

R 750.00

Locket marked "72" which was the number of the Seaforth Highlanders prior
to amalgamation in 1881. Cairngorm to the pommel of the main blade. Small
brass caps adorn the by-knife & by-fork hilts. Typical wedge shaped blade
with fuller and scalloping to the back half of the 330mm blade. Thistle
engraving to brass mounts. Some loss of gilt finish to brass fittings. No
makers name to blade. All in good condition.
C54

Scottish Mk11 Pipers Dirk HLI ca. 1890
First issued in 1871, the dirk has 7/93 deleted and then HLI 22 added to the
hilt guard. The blade is struck with military inspection/acceptance stamps
and carries the makers name to it. "Robt. Mole & Sons". Hardwood ebony
handle mounted with silver. The pommel is also of nickel silver mounted with
an elevated Tudor crown. Scabbard mounts of white metal. This model was
done away with in 1913. Some loss of definition to etchings on blade but
overall good condition.

R 4500.00

C55

Cape Town Highlanders Dirk
The Cape Town Highlanders were established in 1885 and are still an active
unit today with a long line of battle honours. The unit wears the Gordon
tartan. The dirk has brass mounts and elaborate raised leaf mounts for the
cairngorm stones mounted above the blades/fork. Handle of interweaved
ebony with studs to the intersection points. Silver unit crest to locket. Thistles
to lower lockets and chape. Good overall condition.

R 7500.00

C56

Scottish Dirk
Forward angled Cairngorm stones set above the three pommels which all
have ebony basket weave handles. Unhallmarked silver mounts, leather
frog. Scalloped fullered blade. All in particularly good condition.
Scottish Dirk
Ebony handles with basket weave pattern highlighted by studs at
intersections. Engraved silver pommels with cairngorm stones set into them
on the main blade, by-knife and by-fork. Full scroll engraving to silver lockets
and chape. A fine piece in good condition.

R 0.00

C57
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R 6500.00

C58

Transvaal Scottish Dirk
The Transvaal Scottish have served with distinction from 1902 to present
and have gained many battle honours over the years. Their Dirk has a
typically Scottish scalloped, fullered blade and pommel displaying the
regimental crest. Ebony interweaved handle with studs to the intersection.
White metal regimental crests to the lockets and a thistle to the chape.
Leather frog and silver lockets marked to "W.M. Anderson & Sons Ltd.
Edinburgh & Glasgow". Good original overall.

R 8500.00

C59

A fine Drummond clan Scottish Dirk
Sharp edged, etched blade with single fuller, scalloped edge to back of blade
and "Ferguson Brothers Inverness" marking to blade. Family/clan/crest
consisting of a warlike bird and motto "Virtutem Coronats Honos" to the
locket of the scabbard. Celtic style un-hallmarked silver mounts to black
leather scabbard. Black hardwood grips to the dirk, by-knife and by-fork with
a basket weave pattern of interlace with studs applied at the intersection
topped by silver pommels. All in good plus condition.

R 5000.00

C60

Clan Macintosh Scottish Dirk

R 7500.00

Locket marked a wildcat and clan motto of "Touch not the wildcat bot a
glove" which is a warning to those who would be so imprudent to engage in
battle where the claw of the wildcat is ungloved, where bot means ungloved.
Fine hall-marked silver by "R&H. Birkwood 86 Thistle st. Edinburgh".
Silver mounts to pommels, deep relief border engraving tops of lockets,
ebony basket weave patterns to hilts. Scalloped, fullered dagger blade of
290mm. All in excellent condition.
C61

Argentinian M1909 Cavalry Carbine

R 1250.00

Sabre blade fullered of 400mm length. Right side of ricasso struck "Modelo
Argentina 1909" over the Argentine and serial number. Opposite side struck
"Weyersberg Kirschbaum & Cie./Solingen" Wood grips secured by two
steel rivets. Brightly polished steel pommel & crossguard with long forward
swept quillon. Leather frog to blued steel scabbard. Good plus condition.
C62

C63

C64
C65

Machete
British WW2 machete with heavy 375mm blade. Leather scabbard marked
to "J.B. Brooks & Co. Ltd. 1944". Good overall.
Antique Madagascan Knife
Elliptical form blade of 11", German silver crossguard and wooden handle
with heavy pommel. In wood-lined leather scabbard. Good original condition.

R 450.00

French Band Sword
Ribbed brass hilt. Some light pitting to surface of blade. No scabbard.
Ararait Wrist Knives x2
Used by the Turkana tribe of Kenya, the wrist blades made a formidable
fighting weapon. The British banned the making & use of these during the
colonial period as they were considered lethal in close quarter combat. There
is a inner and outer leather guard to the blades and the outer strip is
removed for battle. Good original condition.

R 650.00
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R 350.00

R 950.00

C66

C67

C68
C69

C70
C71

Double Fighting Blades
Hand held, double ended fighting blades. First unit has double ended lance
type points, 2nd one has a lance type point to one side and the other one
has a tapered round point. Both in good condition.
Pair Of Fighting Hatchets
As used by African tribesmen in earlier years. One features a relatively broad
6,5" blade and the second has a longer 9" blade. Both have some decoration
to the blades and hardwood shafts. Both in good original condition.
Tribal Fighting Hatchet
Ebony handle, spearpoint hatchet blade. Good original condition.
Bushman Bow & Arrow Set
Tribesmans set with rawhide covered quiver holding arrows 7 arrows of
approx 19" length each, with rawhide covers to either end of quiver. Rawhide
string to bow. This is not a cheap tourist item, but was obviously used as a
working set.
Tribal Knobkerries x 3
All three made of decent hardwoods.
SAP/UDF Spears x 2

R 650.00

R 1750.00

R 500.00
R 850.00

R 450.00
R 2499.00

One standard length spear of SADF/SAP pattern issued to "Native Corps"
of SADF or black constables of SAP for guarding purposes. Second spear
which bears UDF ownership stamp to it has been shortened to Zulu
assegaai length, no doubt for use in the film "Zulu Dawn" .
C72

SADF/SAP Native Corps Spear
As issued in WW2. Good original condition.
SAP Bantu Police Spear
Officially issued to Native Corps of the UDF and SAP for guard duty
purposes. Overall length of 2,26mm. SAP markings to both blade and hilt.
Thumb notch to base of hilt for blade alignment purposes. Good plus
condition.
Pair Of Masai Spears
Still often carried by the Masai men of Kenya today, these are original spears
and each feature a long 42" blade a short wooden shaft and a 27,5" iron
base. The Masai were required to prove their manhood in earlier years by
slaying a lion by means of spears. Good original condition.

R 1950.00

C75

Sudanese Spears - Pair
Large broad bladed spears of 6 feet 6 " length each. The spears were
reputedly brought down from the Sudan by Vet. Surgeon Phillips who was
attached to Genl. Kitcheners force for the relief of Khartoum in 1898.

R 1450.00

C76

Assegai /Spears x 3
Short-handled stabbing assegaai with broad blade and cowhide binding,
short throwing spear and assegaai with a longer handle. All good original
items.
Double-handed Sword
Double-edged bladed of 38,25" with triple fuller to upper 1/3 of blade. Wide
crossguard and large wood covered hilt with acorn shaped pommel. Blade
shows light pitting and age related browning. It is reputedly at least 200
years old.

C73

C74

C77
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R 1950.00

R 1800.00

R 750.00

R 1250.00

C78

C79

C80
C81

C82

C83

C84

C85

British Patt. 1908 Cavalry Sword
Blade of 34,9" in exceptionally good condition. Green painted steel scabbard
and basket type hilt. Chequered wooden hilt with military inspection stamps
to it. The 1908 was the last cavalry sword adopted by the British Army and is
still in use with both the British and Indian Armies 109 years later. Very good
condition.
Confederate Cavalry Sword - Replica
Swept blade of 33,9" marked "C.S.A." Steel scabbard with brass fittings.
Leather bound hilt. Very good condition.
US Cavalry Sword-Replica
Bras basket hilt guard, steel scabbard with brass fittings. Good condition.
Baton Swords x 2 New.
By USA Saber Co. Blade length of 13,5". Spring loaded catch releases
sword from baton holder and reversing it into 34,5" sword. Both new and in
nylon pouches.
Machete/ Swords New x 2.
Bowie blade type machete with 11,5" blade by Lekaranyik in sheath. Oriental
pattern short sword by Sekizo with 15,5" blade and bound handle. Both new.
Sheath Knives New x 2
Both by Columbia USA Saber. In nylon sheaths. One x 7" bowie type blade
and 2nd one has 5,5" blade. Both still in their wrapping.
Folding Knives x 2
One x self-opening lockblade with 3,9" blade. New in nylon sheath. One x
Kershaw lockblade in pouch with 3,5" blade. Good used condition.
Italian Sword and Cutlass
Both without scabbards. Steel hilt and wooden handle, 35" curved blade. Fair
to good condition. Naval cutlass with steel guard, ribbed steel handles and
plain 29" blade. Some light pitting to blade.
CATEGORY D ~ COLLECTABLE HANDGUNS

R 3250.00

R 1450.00

R 1250.00
R 500.00

R 3750.00

R 350.00

R 350.00

R 1200.00

Lot #

Lot Description

Estimate

D1

.450 Hollis & Sons Revolver - Cased
Pre-1898. Tranters patent solid frame revolver in manufacturer's mahogany
case with original label to lid of case. Case is baize lined with oil bottle and
cleaning rod. Revolver has an octagonal barrel of 4,75", chequered wooden
grips and D/A trigger mechanism. Barrel has approx 95% bright fire blue to it
with fading of finish to frame of revolver. Overall, both gun and case are in
good plus original condition
.455/476 Webley & Scott WG Mod 1893 Revolver - Cased
Pre-1898. In original fitted oak case with provision for ammo and oil bottle.
"WG" marking to 6" barrel, church steeple flutes to cylinder, chequered
walnut grips. birds head butt with lanyard ring to base. "Jan Smuts" no. to
base of butt. Some loss of finish to barrel/frame but overall good original
condition.

R 10000.00

D2
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R 18500.00

D3

.450 Tipping & Lawden "Thomas Pat." Revolver - Cased
Pre-1898. In original oak case with provision for 32 rounds of ammo and
holding ebony cleaning rod. "Thomas's Patent No 779" to side of frame.
Top strap has retailers markings, "Hawkes & Co. 14 Picadilly London".
"Cast Steel & .450" markings to octagonal 5,5" barrel. Chequered one
piece wooden grips and lanyard ring. Double action mechanism with a fairly
unique operating system. Fair bit of relief engraving, approx 60% original
finish remaining and good working order. Tipping & Lawden represented
serious competition for Webley until they bought them out and then let them
wither away.

D4

.22 Webley Mk IV Revolver - Cased
In mahogany case with original instruction leaflet. Adjustable sights to 6"
barrel, chequered hard rubber grips. Very good plus original condition.
.450Boxer Colt SA Army Revolver - Cased
Pre-1898. Nickel finish, in original fitted oak case. Colt factory number 18233
indicates 1875 manufacture. Barrel length of 7,5",smooth wooden grips,
Hartford USA address. Matching numbers, some light lifting of nickel finish.
All in good working order.

D5

D6

D7

D8

D9

D10

D11

R 19500.00

R 4500.00

R 27500.00

.455Eley Colt New Service Target Revolver-Cased
Serial number 13500 indicates 1905 manufacture. In later period fitted
wooden case. Flat top frame with windage adjustable rear sight. Barrel
length of 7,5", chequered wooden grips. Good plus condition.
.38 Colt M1877 Lightning Revolver - Cased
Made in 1888. In fitted burl walnut case with provision for 13 rounds of
ammo. Barrel length of 3,5", chequered hard rubber grips with Colt prancing
stallion logo to them. Strong traces of bright blue finish to lower frame and
barrel, faded grey to cylinder and upper frame. Good working order.

R 5500.00

.22 Colt Pocket Revolver - Cased
Manufactured 1877. Flatside 2" round barrel, smooth rosewood grips. Nickel
plated brass frame, spur trigger. Some loss of finish to nickel plated brass
frame and iron barrel. Fair to good.
.22rf Smith & Wesson 1st Mod Revolver - Cased
Pre-1898. Serial number 33770. Tip up 3,35" mint, barrel & cylinder 90%
blued finish, frame 100% silver plate. Excellent birdseye maple case in
English style with oil bottle, cleaning rod and turn screw.
.44mag Smith & Wesson M29-2 Revolver
Solid frame double action, 4" ribbed heavy round barrel, fully shrouded
extractor rod, blued, six shot side swing fluted cylinder with recessed
chambers, red insert ramped front sight, adjustable rear sight, chequered
wooden grips with S&W Medallions to square butt N-Target Frame.

R 3500.00

.44mag Smith & Wesson M29-2 Revolver - Cased
Solid frame double action, 8,5" round ribbed barrel, ramped front sight,
adjustable rear sight, shrouded cylinder pin, side swing six shot fluted
cylinder, blued, Pachmayr grips. As new in factory wooden case.
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R 8500.00

R 14500.00

R 17500.00

R 17500.00

D12

D13

D14

.44mag Colt Anaconda Revolver
As new in manufacturers box with instruction manual. Stainless steel
construction, adjustable sights to 8" ventilated rib barrel. Colt rubber grips
with logo and also a pair of custom wood grips supplied with the revolver.
Excellent condition.
.357mag Colt King Cobra Revolver
Serial 5KC811. Colt Royal blue, 4" barrel, adjustable white outline rear sight
and a red insert front sight. Colt black neoprene combat style grips, with gold
Colt medallions. This revolver appears to be unfired.
.357mag Colt Python Revolver - Boxed
Manufactured 1978. In manufacturers box. Adjustable sights to 4" ventilated
rib barrel. Chequered wooden grips with Colt logo. Colt blue finish. As new.

D15

No Item

D16

.22lr Colt Diamondback Revolver - Boxed
Manufactured 1970. Blued, 4" barrel, chequered walnut grips, adjustable
target sights, wide target hammer. Manufactured between 1966 and 1986.
Very slight drag marks to cylinder, otherwise excellent overall condition. In
original factory box.
.357mag Colt Trooper Revolver - Boxed
Manufactured 1958. Spur hammer and target stocks, 6" barrel. New in box
with manual.
.22lr Colt Huntsman Pistol - Boxed
Serial number 076662. In original packaging, 6" barrel, includes 2nd
magazine. Excellent condition.
.22lr Colt Target Pistol - Boxed
Manufactured 1995. Standard 4,5" heavy barrel, stainless steel, blued rib. As
new in box with 2nd magazine, original Colt plastic carry case with cardboard
dust cover and paperwork.
.22lr Hammerli Free Pistol - Cased
Single shot target pistol with micro-adjustable sights and 11,25" barrel.
Orthopaedic type grips, side operating lever and adjustable trigger. Good
original condition. In after-market aluminium carry case.
.22 Hammerli 120 Free Pistol - Boxed
In manufacturer's box with instruction manual and sundry spares. Microadjustable sights to 10" barrel and orthopaedic type grips. Good to good plus
condition.
.22short Hammerli 232 Pistol - Boxed
Olympic rapid fire target pistol in manufacturer's box, complete with
instruction article and spare magazine. Crumbling interior padding to box.
Micro-adjustable sights to 5" ventilated barrel. Orthopaedic type grips. Good
to good plus condition.
.32s&w/38spl Sig P240 Pistol - Boxed
Target pistol with separate barrel/slide assemblies for .32S&W Long caliber
and .38spl. Pistol is sold with two x .38spl and 1 x .32 S&W magazines. In
manufacturer's box with spare grips & instruction manual. Micro-adjustable
sights to 6" barrel and spent case bag fitted to grips, obviating the need to
pick-up spent cases. Good to good plus condition.

D17

D18

D19

D20

D21

D22

D23
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R 25000.00

R 10000.00

R 25000.00

R 7500.00

R 5500.00

R 5500.00

R 4500.00

R 4500.00

R 4500.00

R 4500.00

R 7500.00

D24

D25

D26

D27

D28

D29

D30

D31

D32

D33

D34

.22lr Hammerli International Target Pistol - Cased
In manufacturer's carry case complete with 2 x spare magazines and
instruction manual. Orthopaedic grips, weighted 5,9" barrel, micro-adjustable
sights and ten round magazines. Good plus condition.
.22short Walther OSP Target Pistol - Boxed
Olympic rapid-fire target pistol in plastic case with spare grips, spare trigger
assembly and three additional magazines. Micro-adjustable sights to 4,5"
barrel, magazine sits forward of the trigger-guard. Adjustable orthopaedic
type grips. Good original condition.
9mmk AMT Back Up Pistol - Boxed
In manufacturers polystyrene box with spare magazine. A particularly small
pistol with hooked trigger guard, 2,75" barrel, manufactured of stainless
steel, Pachmayr slip on pad facilitates grip. Very good to excellent condition.

R 4750.00

9mmp "VOPO" Luger Pistol + Four Spare Magazines

R 7500.00

Chamber and toggle marked "42" and "BYF" indicating Mauser Werke
Oberndorf manufacture 1942. Pistol has been refurbished for the East
German "Volks Politzei". WR number applied to under side of barrel.
Matching numbers through out pistol. Good plus refurbished condition.
9mmp Walther P-38 Pistol - Boxed
In manufacturers box with two spare magazines and cleaning rod.
Manufactured 10/62, post war alloy framed variant. Very good plus condition.

R 5500.00

R 5000.00

R 2800.00

7,65mm Walther PP Pistol - Boxed
In manufacturers box with instruction manual. Licence manufactured
Manurhin variant with black enamel and black plastic chequered grips. Some
very light pit marks to side of frame otherwise good plus
7,65mm Llama Pistol - Boxed
In factory box with two spare magazines and cleaning equipment. Based on
the Colt 1911 operating mechanism. Very good plus condition.

R 2500.00

9mmp Star BKM Pistol - Boxed
In manufacturers box with instruction manual, pistol has an 8 round
magazine and 3,75" barrel alloy framed. Very good plus to excellent
condition.
9mmp Star M43 "Firestar" Pistol - Boxed
In manufacturers box with spare magazine and cleaning equipment. Matt
stainless finish, ambidextrous safety, 3,5" barrel, adjustable combat sights.
One of the more advance pistols of its day. The Firestar is in excellent
original condition.
9mmk Star DKL Pistol - Boxed
In manufacturers box with instruction manual. Compact 9mm pistol with
3,25" barrel, alloy frame and six round magazine capacity. Pistol displays
light holster wear to sharp edges otherwise very good original condition.

R 2750.00

9mmk Browning Model 10 Pistol - Boxed
Inmanufacturersboxwithinstructionmanual. The model 10 was known for
having three different safety mechanisms, barrel length of 3,5", black plastic
chequered grips. Serial number 582511. Excellent original condition.

R 2500.00
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R 1250.00

R 3750.00

R 2500.00

D35

D36

D37

9mmp RAP401 Pistol - Boxed
SA manufactured 9mmp pistol with 7rd. magazine, D/A trigger mechanism
and chequered trigger guard. In manufacturer's box with spare magazine.
Excellent original condition.
.45acp Republic Arms Patriot Pistol - Boxed
In factory box which includes instruction manual. Polymer framed pistol with
hooked trigger guard and double action locked breech mechanism, 3" barrel
length. Pistol uses a six round Colt 1911 type magazine. One can also use
standard Colt magazine which would then protrude below frame. Gun looks
to be in mint original condition.
.45acp Ruger SR 1911 Pistol - Boxed
Factory made, full house, competition pistol with adjustable sights skeleton
hammer, extended beaver tail and safety, skeleton trigger, ported mag well
and ported and polished ejection/feed ramp. Eight round magazine, 5"
barrel. Pistol has a satin nickel finish with blued main spring housing, beaver
tail, safety slide stop, mag release and sights. Pistol is "as new" condition
and appears to have been proof fired only.

R 3500.00

R 5000.00

R 15000.00

D38

.45acp Ruger SR 1911 Pistol - Boxed
Factory made, full house, competition pistol with adjustable sights skeleton
hammer, extended beaver tail and safety, skeleton trigger, ported mag well
and ported and polished ejection/feed ramp. Eight round magazine, 5"
barrel. Pistol has a satin nickel finish with blued main spring housing, beaver
tail, safety slide stop, mag release and sights. Pistol is "as new" condition
and appears to have been proof fired only.

R 15000.00

D39

.36cal Colt 1851 Navy Percussion Revolver

R 12500.00

D40

D41

D42

D43

London model with "Address Col. Colt London" and British proofs. Serial
no. 37537 indicates 1854 manufacture. Barrel length of 7,5". All matching
numbers. Smooth walnut grips with small chip out of bottom of left-hand grip.
Silver-grey finish to metalwork with traces of original finish. Sharp edges to
metal work and markings are still fairly crisp. Strong spring and crisp action
to lockwork. Good original overall.
.36 Colt 1851 Navy Richards Conversion Revolver
Breech loading conversion of the 1851 Navy percussion revolver. Serial
number 4 stamped to all major parts, 7,5" barrel with Colt New York address.
No original finish to metal work. Cylinder scene worn but visible. Grips
sanded and re-varnished. Bow slightly undersized. Scarce. Fair to good
overall
.41rf Colt No 2 Model Derringer - Pre 1898
Roll-over breech, hammer & sear. Replaced original grips with white bone
type grips, otherwise good 2,5" barrel. "No 2" on barrel. Silver-grey finish.
Produced 1870 - 1890
.41rf Colt No 3 Derringer
Very good plus 2,56" barrel. Blued barrel, nickel plated brass frame with
much original finish to it. Smooth wooden grips. Produced 1875 - 1912.
Good original condition.
.32 Colt New Pocket Revolver
Serial number 19952 indicates 1903 manufacture. Chequered hard rubber
grips with Colt logo to them. Nickel plated finish with slight loss of finish to
cylinder and RH side of frame. Good to good plus overall condition.
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R 14500.00

R 4500.00

R 5000.00

R 4000.00

D44

D45

D46

D47

D48

D49

D50

D51

.41 Colt New Line Revolver - Pre 1898
Manufactured 1874-79. Rosewood grips, 2,5" barrel, blue finish which is
fading to plum brown/grey. Additional number added to frame. Good to good
plus original condition.
.44 Colt SA Army Revolver - Pre 1898
Colt serial number 70024 indicates manufactured 1881, 11000 built in that
year. Smooth wooden grips, 7,5" barrel Overall pitting to the metalwork. Fair
overall condition.
.45 Colt M1875 SAA Revolver - Pre 1898
Manufactured 1876. Wooden grips, 5,5" barrel. Fair to good with some
pitting to cylinder, no blueing left. Grips worn and slightly undersized. Fair to
good condition.
.45LC. Colt SA Army Revolver - Pre 1898
Serial number 179794 indicates 1898 manufacture, one of 7000 built in that
year. Barrel length of 4,75", chequered hard rubber grips with Colt logo to
them show some wear. Fair trace of original blue to barrel, cylinder & lower
frame. An area of light pitting to cylinder. Good original overall.
.45 Colt SA Army London Model Revolver - Pre 1898
Sold from "14 Pall Mall London" address in 1877. Barrel length of 5,5",
smooth walnut grips have been refinished by an amateur and are
undersized. Matching numbers to major components. Faded blue finish,
overall fair to good.
.45 Colt SA Army Revolver - Pre 1898
Manufactured 1898. Solid frame single action, 7,5" round barrel, blued,
ejector rod to right side of barrel, black compo grips with Colt logo, square
butt and lanyard ring. Pistol has been reblued at some stage. Overall good
refinished condition.
.45 Colt SA Army New Frontier Revolver
Manufactured 1965. Third generation revolver with 7,5" barrel and adjustable
sights. Smooth walnut grips with Colt logo to them. Case-hardened frame,
blued cylinder and lower frame. Condition as new.
.357mag Colt SA Army Revolver
Manufactured 1974. Single action solid frame, 5,5" round barrel, six shot
fluted cylinder, blued with case hardened frame, barrel mounted ejector rod,
fixed sights, black compo grips with eagle and flags. Excellent condition.

R 7500.00

R 10000.00

R 12500.00

R 16000.00

R 12500.00

R 12500.00

R 20000.00

R 15000.00

D52

.22lr./Magnum Colt Frontier Scout Mod Q Revolver
White bone/ivory type grips, 4,75" barrel, built in 1961. Some light wear to
bluing on high spots. Includes .22lr. cylinder. Good plus original condition.

R 3250.00

D53

.22lr. Colt Frontier Scout Revolver
Staghorn grips, 4,75" barrel, excellent condition. Serial number indicates
revolver was built in 1960.
.22lr. Colt SA Peacemaker Revolver
Blue 6" barrel, colour case hardened frame. WR number indicates sanctions
era import. Hard rubber grips with Colt logo & American Eagle. WR number
stamped onto detachable ring tag. Mint condition.

R 3250.00

D54
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R 4500.00

D55

D56

D57

D58

D59

D60

D61

D62

D63

D64

D65

D66

D67

.22lr Colt Police Positive Target Model C Revolver
D/A , 6" barrel, Colt Medallion to chequered wooden grips. Produced 1938.
Windage adjustable rear sight to flat-top receiver. Some wear to bluing at
muzzle otherwise good to good plus condition.
.22lr Colt Police Positive Target Revolver
Manufactured 1920. Solid frame D/A, 6" round barrel, black chequered hard
rubber grip with Colt logo, square butt, blued, flat top with windage
adjustable rear sight. Good to good plus overall
.32 Colt Pocket New 1888 Revolver - Pre 1898
Manufactured 1898. Blued, 2,5" barrel, chequered hard rubber grips. Some
fading to finish, otherwise good.
.32 Colt Pocket Positive Revolver
Manufactured 1920.Blue ,3,5", chequered hard rubber grips with Colt logo.
Slight fading to finish, small chip bottom of LH grip. Good original overall.

R 3750.00

.32 Colt Pocket New 1888 Revolver - Pre1898
Manufactured 1898. Freshly nickelled. Barrel length of 2,5', chequered hard
rubber grips with Colt logo to them. Retailers name of "F.J. Baker" to
backstrap. Good overall.
.32 Colt New Pocket Revolver
Manufactured 1899. Blue 3,5" barrel, chequered hard rubber grips with Colt
logo. British proofs. Very good original condition.
.32 Colt New Police Revolver - Pre 1898
Built in 1897. Barrel length of 4". Chequered hard rubber grips with Colt logo.
High % original blued finish, Good plus condition.
.32 Colt New Police Revolver
Manufactured ca 1900. 6" barrel, blued finish, flat top frame with adjustable
rear sight. Hard rubber grips with Colt logo with a small chip to bottom of RH
grip. Good condition, much original finish.
.38 Colt New Army & Navy Revolver - Pre 1898
Manufactured 1889. Good % original blued finish, 3" barrel, chequered hard
rubber grips. Very good condition.
.38 Colt 1889 Navy Revolver - Pre 1898
Manufactured 1889. Hard rubber grips, 3" barrel. Very good refinished
condition.
.38 Colt 1877 Lightning Revolver - Pre 1898
Manufactured 1879. Chequered wooden grips, 4.5" barrel with rammer. Very
good refinished condition.
.38 Colt Officers Model Target Revolver
Adjustable front and rear sights 7,5" barrel, built in 1951. Chequered wooden
grips with Colt logo, chequered backstrap. Overall fading to fading to finish.
Good to good plus condition.
.455 Colt 1878 Frontier Revolver - Pre 1898
Scarce, 5,5" barrel, finely chequered walnut grips, high % original finish.
Serial number 11014 indicated 1883 manufacture. Pall Mall London address
to barrel. Revolver is in good original condition with the exception of approx
1" localized pitting to muzzle area and front of ejector rod housing. Revolver
was reputedly used as a suicide weapon which resulted in the light pitting
damage to the muzzle.

R 1500.00
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R 4500.00

R 2000.00

R 2500.00

R 3500.00

R 4500.00

R 2250.00

R 4500.00

R 3750.00

R 4500.00

R 4500.00

R 12500.00

D68

D69

D70

D71

D72

D73

D74

D75

D76

D77

D78

D79

D80

D81

.455Eley Colt New Service Revolver
Early model produced 1900, 4" barrel, chequered hard rubber grips. Some
loss of finish to barrel and cylinder, otherwise good condition.
.38wcf Colt New Service Revolver
Wood grips, 5,5" barrel, Serial No 9303 indicating 1903 manufacture.
Reblacked at some stage of its career. Some light pitting under finish.
Scarce in this caliber in S.A. GWOC
.455 Colt M1909 "New Service" Revolver
Built 1915 for UK military order, complete with military acceptance stamps to
frame. Barrel of 5,5", chequered hard rubber grips with Colt logo to them.
Mint condition.
.38 Colt Police Positive Special Revolver
Ca 1951, 4" barrel, chequered hard rubber grips with Colt logo to them. Very
good condition.
.38spl Colt Detective Special Revolver
Manufactured 1969. Blue with 3" barrel & chequered wooden grips. Wear to
bluing on high spots, otherwise good original condition.
.32 Colt Police Positive Revolver
Serial number 493357 indicates 1947 manufacture. Barrel length of 4".
Chequered wooden grips with Colt logo to them. Very good condition but for
slight holster wear to barrel.
.38spl Colt Cobra Revolver
Serial number 253560LW indicates 1968 manufacture. Chequered walnut
grips, 4" barrel, blue, round butt model, light weight alloy frame. Good plus to
excellent condition.
.38spl Colt Detective Special Revolver
Manufactured 1978. Six shot, 2" barrel. Chequered factory wooden grips. As
new.
.38spl Colt Diamondback Revolver
Manufactured 1969. Ribbed 4" barrel, adjustable rear sight, wide spur
hammer, shrouded cylinder pin, blued. Mint condition.
.38spl Colt Officers Model Match Revolver
Serial number 923305 indicates 1968 manufacture Heavy tapered 6" barrel,
wide hammer spur, adjustable rear sight. Barrel marked "Officers Model
Match cal.38 special". Thumb rest chequered grips. Excellent condition.

R 3950.00

.357 mag Colt Lawman Mk III Revolver
Serial number 54799L . Factory nickel finish, 2,25" barrel, Pachmayr grips.
Mint condition.
.357 Colt Lawman Mk III Revolver
Built in 1975. Fixed sight to 4" barrel, chequered wooden grips with Colt logo
to them. Excellent condition.
.357mag Colt Trooper Mk III Revolver
Blued finish to 6" barrel with adjustable rear sight. Chequered wooden grips
with Colt logo to them. Built in 1978. Excellent condition.
.357mag Colt Trooper Mk III Revolver
Serial number 51295L .Nickel finish, adjustable sights to 6" barrel,
chequered wooden grips with Colt medallion. Mint condition.

R 5000.00
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R 2500.00

R 5500.00

R 3850.00

R 4500.00

R 2500.00

R 5000.00

R 4000.00

R 5500.00

R 4500.00

R 5000.00

R 5500.00

R 5500.00

D82

D83

D84

D85

D86

D87

D88

D89

D90

D91

D92

D93

.357 Colt Trooper Mk V Revolver
Serial number 13892V built 1959. Satin nickel finish, 6" ventilated rib barrel,
chequered wooden grips with Colt medallion to them. Adjustable sights.
Excellent condition.
.357mag Colt Trooper Mk III Revolver
Manufactured 1975. Solid frame double action, 4" ribbed flat top barrel,
adjustable rear sight, ramped front sight, side swing fluted six shot cylinder,
floating firing pin, wide chequered hammer, satin nickel finish. Pachmayr
grips. Excellent condition.
.357mag Colt Trooper Mk III Revolver
Manufactured 1971. Blue finish, adjustable sights to 4" barrel. Chequered
wooden grips with Colt logo to them. Mint condition
.357mag Colt Python Stainless steel Revolver
Serial number T31500. Chequered wooden grips with Colt logo to them.
Adjustable sights to 4" barrel. Mint condition
.357mag Colt Python 6" Blue Revolver
Adjustable sights and ventilated rib to 6" barrel, chequered wooden factory
grips with Colt Logo to them. Serial No 62388 indicates 1967 manufacture.
Some very light holster wear to muzzle otherwise excellent original condition.

R 5500.00

R 5500.00

R 5500.00

R 27500.00

R 21500.00

.22lr Colt Trooper Revolver
Manufactured 1968. Blue, 4" barrel, adjustable back sights, target hammer.
Minimal wear to finish on backstrap. Plain rosewood grips. Overall good plus
condition.
.38 Colt Model 1892 Revolver
Mod 1892 and 1895 patent dates. Chilean contract revolver with
"Carabineros De Chile" markings to back strap. 1904 Production, 6" barrel
with chequered wooden grips. Wear to chequering on grips, rest good
original condition.
.22 Colt Pre-Woodsman Pistol
Serial number 32380 indicates 1922 manufacture. Blued finish, chequered
walnut grips, ten round magazine. Good original condition. Scarce classic.

R 6500.00

.22 Colt Targetsman Pistol
Serial number 139498-C indicates 1959 production. Adjustable rear sight to
6" barrel. Smooth wooden grips with thumbrest. Good to good plus original
condition.
.22lr Colt Match Target Pistol
Adjustable rear sights, heavy 6" barrel with underlug, chequered walnut
grips. Built in 1962. Pistol appears to have been reblued with some faint
pitting to sides of barrel. Good refinished condition.
.25acp Colt M1908 Pocket Pistol
Hammerless. Built 1920, blued, chequered rubber grips. Barrel length of
55mm, 6-round magazine. Good condition.
.32acp Colt M1903 Pistol
One of a batch sold to RAF(UK) carrying RAF markings to it. Built 1920.
Barrel length of 95mm, eight round magazine. Chip to front of LH side hard
rubber grip. Rest good original condition.

R 3750.00
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R 1950.00

R 3500.00

R 4500.00

R 2000.00

R 3500.00

D94

.38acp Colt Mod 1903 Pistol
Made in 1915. Barrel length of 153mm, 7-rd.magazine capacity. Chequered
wooden grips with Colt logo to them. Possible replacement serial number.
Good original condition.
D95
.380acp Colt Govt Model Pistol
Government model variant with locked breech in .380acp caliber. All steel
construction with 2,5" barrel. Chequered hard rubber grips with Colt logo to
them. Includes spare magazine. Mint condition. Scarce.
D96
.38acp Colt Early M1902 Pocket Pistol
Manufactured 1903. Semi auto lock breech single action, 4" barrel, rounded
hammer, blued, black compo grips with Colt and horse logo. British proof to
barrel. Bright original blue. Good to good plus condition,
D97
.38auto Colt Model 1900 Pistol
M1900 commercial, built June 1901 to Dec 1901. Rounded hammer, 153mm
barrel length, 7-rd. magazine. Hard rubber grips with Colt logo to them.
Some loss of finish to bluing, otherwise GWOC.
D98
.38auto Colt Mod 1902 Pistol
Built 1902. M1902 US Military model pistol, early model, slide serrations in
front. Lanyard ring to heel, hard rubber grips with "Colt" emblem and
prancing stallion to both sides. Good % bright blue still showing. Good to
good plus overall
D99
.38spl Colt Gold Cup National Match Target Pistol
Produced 1961-1974. Recoil operated, locked breech, single action, 5"
barrel, adjustable rear sight, flat top chequered slide top, light weight trigger,
grip safety, blued, sculpted wood chequered grips. Nine round magazine.
Scarce. Mint condition.
D100 .455 Eley Colt Govt. Mod 1911 Pistol
British contract & issue WW1. British proof crossed pennants & Enfield
inspection mark at top of trigger guard. Serial number W29227. 11000 made
1915 - 1916. It would appear that the barrel and magazine have been
changed to accommodate the regular .45acp round rather the .455 which it
was originally built for. Some light pitting to areas of slide. Pistol appears to
have been reblued but all markings are still very sharp & crisp. There was
apparently a batch of these pistols rebarreled by the RAF in the 1930's for
the .45acp round which was far more readily available.

R 3000.00

R 8500.00

R 7500.00

R 8500.00

R 7500.00

R 17500.00

R 14500.00

D101

.45acp Remington Model of 1911 Pistol
Serial number 233196 to frame, barrel has a separate number. Correct
period grips, lanyard ring to heel of butt, "United States Property" to frame.
"Remington UMC" & Manufactured by the Remington Arms Co. Inc.
Bridgeport Conn. U.S.A" to slide. Fair loss of finish to slide, rest GWOC.

R 13500.00

D102

.45acp Colt Mod 19911A1 Pistol

R 13500.00

Serial number 919895 indicates 1943 manufacture. Marked "United States
Property M1911A1 U.S Army". Pistol is in exceptionally good original
condition .
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D103

.45acp Colt Gov Mod 1911 Pistol
Serial number C2511 indicates commercial frame manufactured in 1913. Hi
rise combat sights & later style grips fitted to pistol as well as porting of the
ejection area. Serial number 5245 added to the frame which looks like some
sort of rack number. Would be worth the effort of restoring this pistol which is
in GWOC.
D104 .45acp Colt Govt. Mk4 Series 70 Pistol
Serial number 18268G70 indicates 1977 manufacture. Hi profile combat
sights & Pachmayr grips added. Slight bevelling to magazine well. Safety
catch has been altered for a smoother profile. Some loss of finish to slide,
otherwise good original condition.
D105 .45acp Colt Gov Mk IV Series 70 Pistol
Introduced 1970 dropped 1983. Barrel length of 5", 7-rd magazine
chequered wooden grips with Colt logo to them. Some small loss of bluing to
high spots, good to good plus condition.
D106 .45acp Govt Mod Mk IV Series 80 Pistol
First introduced 1983, serial number FG51582. With Colt's collet bushing
and trigger safety. Colt factory rubber grips by Pachmayr with Colt medallion
inlaid. Five inch barrel & seven round magazine. Mint condition.

R 9000.00

R 12500.00

R 12500.00

R 12500.00

D107

.45acp Colt Lightweight Commander Pistol
Manufactured 1984. Mk4 Series 80 with 4,25" barrel, alloy frame and
rounded hammer spur. First introduced in 1949 and now out of production.
Extremely good original condition but for addition of Pachmayr grips.

R 12500.00

D108

.45acp Colt Combat Commander Pistol
All steel variant of the Commander with shorter 4" barrel than the Govt.
model was issued with. Chequered wooden grips with Colt logo to them. Mint
original condition.
10mm Colt Delta Elite Pistol
Serial number DE24857. Blue finish, black neoprene grips with the Colt Delta
medallion. High profile three dot combat sight system. First produced 1987
then discontinued. Mint original condition.
.45 Colt M1991A1 Series 80 Pistol
Serial number 2711195. Introduced in 1992 and designed to resemble the GI
service issue Govt model, the 1991A1 has black composition grips and a
special parkerised finish. Mint condition.
.45acp Colt Combat Pistol
Series 80 slide fitted to 1911 A1 frame, adjustable low profile Wichita sights
fitted to frame, beaver tail grip, skeleton trigger, extended safety and
stainless steel flared mag well fitted to frame. Combat modified gun in good
plus condition.
.45 Colt Series 80 Combat Elite Pistol
Manufactured 1986. in a two-tone finish with a stainless frame and blued
slide which reads "Combat Elite" to the LH of slide. Black rubber chequered
grips with Colt logo to them. Hi profile combat sights fitted, ejection port
opened up feed ramp polished at the factory, making the pistol combat ready
out of the box.

R 13500.00

D109

D110

D111

D112
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R 14500.00

R 12500.00

R 7500.00

R 12500.00

D113

D114

D115

D116

D117

D118

.45acp Colt Govt. Model Custom Pistol
Full-house open class conversion with ventilated muzzle brake, Bomar
adjustable sights, ambidextrous extended Swenson safety, extended slide
release, flared magazine well, Rogers grips and ported & polished Govt.
model slide. Two-tone finish. Excellent condition.
.22LR Beretta M71 Pistol
Alloy framed, single action pistol with single stack magazine, 3,5" barrel
length. Very good plus original condition.
6,35mm Beretta M950 Pistol
Unique flip-up barrel mechanism which made the pistol a lot easier for
women to operate. Good plus condition.
6,35mm Beretta Mod 950B Pistol
Unique flip-up barrel mechanism which made the pistol a lot easier for
women to operate. Good original condition.
7.65mm Beretta M70 Pistol
Blue finish, 3,5" barrel, single stack, single action pistol with black chequered
plastic grips. Very good plus condition.
9mmK Beretta M1934 Service Pistol

Italian military issue dated 1938. Marked "R.E." under crown. Very good plus
condition.
D119 9mmp Beretta Mod 92 Pistol
First variant with heel mag release. As used by SAPS and many other units.
Pachmayr rubber grips fitted. Fifteen shot magazine, D/A trigger mechanism.
Very good plus original condition.
D120 10.35mm Italian M1899 Revolver
Italian service revolver in military leather flap holster. Frame marked
"R.FABB. D' ARMI BRESCIA 1886". Octagonal 6,25" barrel, chequered
wooden grips, serial number 46E to all major parts. Crisp markings, revolver
has possibly been refinished. Very good plus condition.
D121

R 6500.00

R 850.00

R 1250.00

R 1250.00

R 1500.00

R 3500.00

R 6000.00

R 1750.00

10,35mm Bodeo Type Italian Service Revolver
Manufactured by Glisenti 1898, folding trigger as issued to enlisted men and
NCO's, no original finish remaining to revolver. Fair to good condition.

R 1450.00

.22 Smith & Wesson Revolver
6" Barrelled .22-32 hand ejector with 6-shot fluted cylinder, adjustable sights
& square butt. Serial number 656056. Very good condition.
D123 .32 Smith & Wesson Mod 1 1/2 Revolver
Top break barrel, 5 shot, 3,5" barrel length, spur trigger, fine 95% original
finish. Excellent rosewood grips.
D124 .32 Smith & Wesson Safety 1st Mod D/A Revolver
Top break hammerless action with nickel finish, 3,5" barrel marked
"Cogswell & Harrison Strand London". Serial number 30508. Slight loss
of finish to nickel. Good condition.
D125 .32 Smith & Wesson Safety Revolver

R 5500.00

D122

Safety hammerless model also known as the "Lemon Squeezer", 3" round
barrel with raised rib. Good condition.
D126 .38spl Smith & Wesson M&P Revolver
Early model with 6,5" barrel and nickel finish. Chequered wooden grips.
Slight loss of finish to nickel plating. Good original overall.
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R 6500.00

R 2950.00

R 2750.00

R 1750.00

D127

.38 Smith & Wesson Mod 10 Revolver
3" Barrel carrying British Military acceptance stamps & commercial proofs.
Individuals? issue details to frame. Arsenal refinish to metal work. Good
condition.
D128 .38 Smith & Wesson M&P Revolver
Part of the Union Govt. purchase at the commencement of WW2. UDF
stamp and number to backstrap. Chequered wooden grips, 4" barrel. Some
light scratches to original finish. Good to good plus overall finish.
D129 .38 Smith & Wesson K200 Revolver
Parkerhale marked ramp front sight. British proof mark. Chequered
aftermarket grips. Barrel length of 4". Some wear to bluing on barrel,
otherwise good.
D130 .38spl Smith & Wesson Mod 10-7 Revolver
High gloss factory blued finish to 4" barrel and frame, chequered wooden
grips with S&W logo to them. Serial Number 5D35388. Mint condition.

R 2250.00

D131

.38spl Smith & Wesson Mod 10-5 Revolver
Serial number WR23857, 4" barrel, excellent bore, 6 shot. Matt finish "U.S.
Property" marked. Chequered wooden grips with S&W medallion. Overall
excellent finish.
D132 .357mag Smith & Wesson 19-4 Revolver
Adjustable sights to 4" barrel. Serial number 37K6605. Slight loss of finish to
chequered wooden factory grips, otherwise excellent condition.
D133 .357mag Smith & Wesson Mod 686 Revolver
Solid frame DA, 4" round ribbed barrel, stainless steel, adjustable rear sight,
orange insert to front sight. Side swing fluted six shot cylinder, full length
ejector rod shroud, oversized chequered wood grips. Mint condition.

R 2500.00

D134

R 5750.00

D135

D136

D137

D138

D139

.357mag Smith & Wesson M66-1 Revolver
Serial number 36K9197. Stainless model with 6" barrel and adjustable
sights. Rear sight blade has been elevated for distance shooting. British
proofs, chequered S&W wooden grips with S&W logo to them. Good to good
plus condition. Includes pistol caddy.
.44mag Smith & Wesson M29-2 6" Revolver
Serial number N683455. Adjustable rear sight to 6" barrel. Electroless nickel
finish, Pachmayr grips. Excellent condition.
.44mag Smith & Wesson 29-2 Revolver
Blue, adjustable sights to 6,5" barrel. Chequered wooden grips with S&W
logo to them. Serial number N132803. Condition "as new".
.45colt Smith & Wesson Mod 25-5 Target Revolver
WR number indicated apartheid sanctions era import. Blued finish, 8,5"
(216mm) barrel, chequered factory grips with S&W monogram. Case
hardened trigger and hammer. Same frame as M-29. Mint condition.
.22short Smith & Wesson Mod 41-1 Target Pistol
Scarce .22short version with 7,375" barrel incorporating a muzzle brake and
competition light alloy slide. A few light scratches to stock, otherwise very
good condition.
.22lr Smith & Wesson Mod 41 Target Pistol
Palm adjustable orthopaedic grip, 7" barrel plus factory compensator, target
sights. Excellent condition.
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R 1750.00

R 1500.00

R 2500.00

R 5500.00

R 6500.00

R 15000.00

R 14500.00

R 21500.00

R 6500.00

R 6500.00

D140

.380acp Smith & Wesson Mod SW380 Pistol
Includes two spare magazines, light weight polymer framed compact pistol
with 3" barrel. Very good condition.
D141 9mmp Smith & Wesson Mod 59 Pistol
Serial number VDJ3775. Double action alloy frame with 15rd magazine
capacity, 4" barrel. Matt black finish, external serrated hammer, black compo
grips. The S&W M59 was one of the pioneers of the hi-capacity double
action pistols. Very good to excellent condition.
D142 .380 English Solid-Frame Revolver - Pre 1898
Six sided 3" barrel, chequered walnut grips, lanyard ring, no name, but
British Proofs to barrel & frame. Six shot solid frame design. One-piece
chequered wooden grips with lanyard ring. "Jan Smuts" no. to frame.
Approx 40% original bright blue remaining to frame. Overall good original
condition.
D143 .380 W W Greener No. 9 Revolver - Pre 1898
Double action solid frame revolver with ovoid 2,5" barrel. Top strap marked
"W W Greener 68 Haymarket London". Chequered wooden grips with
lanyard ring. Some loss of finish to high wear spots, good bit of fine bluing
remaining to protected areas. Overall good original condition.

R 4000.00

D144

.450 Webley No 5 Army Express Revolver - Pre 1898
Solid frame double action revolver with 5,7" octagonal barrel as ordered by
both ZAR & Cape Governments, Chequered wooden grips with lanyard loop,
"V & R Blakemore London" markings to top strap. "Crown over 3"
marking below barrel. Good arsenal refinished condition.

R 9500.00

D145

.45 William Tranter Mod 1878 Revolver
Adopted in 1878 the Tranter was a solid frame, gate loaded with rod ejector
based upon Tranters percussion pistol designs. It remained in service until
superseded by the Webley Mk1 in 1887. Walnut chequered grips with
lanyard ring, octagonal 6" barrel. Frame marked "Tranter's Patent", barrel
marked to "V& R. Blakemore London". Very good refinished condition.

R 6500.00

D146

R 5500.00

R 2250.00

R 4000.00

.455 Webley "WS" Target Model Revolver
Chequered wooden grips, 7,5" barrel with adjustable rear sight, lanyard ring.
"W.S Target model" to topstrap and "Webley Patents" to frame. Very good
condition.
D147 .455 Webley Fosbery Revolver
Complete with original military type flap holster. Chequered hard rubber grips
with repaired crack to left hand grip. "Jan Smuts" number to left hand side
of 6" barrel. Windage adjustable rear sight blade. Original serial number
2674. Some mottled loss of finish along length of barrel, otherwise good
original condition.

R 14500.00

D148

R 12500.00

.455 Kynoch Gun Factory Aston Revolver - Pre 1898
Top break double action, twin trigger hammerless action, 6" ribbed octagonal
barrel, six shot fluted cylinder. Double trigger mechanism, bottom to cock,
top to fire. One piece chequered walnut grips with metal butt cap and lanyard
ring. British proofs. B6777 number added to frame. Overall fading to
brightness of finish. Good original condition overall. Cecil Rhodes gun??
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R 55000.00

D149

.450 Webley Pryse By C W Andrews Revolver-Pre 1898
Built on Pryse's unique double lever release action. "C.W. Andrews Ld.
London" to top strap. Ribbed octagonal 4,5" barrel, chequered wooden grips.
Very good to fine. 70% Original blue now displaying some flaking to metal
work . Jan Smuts control number H102 to bottom of frame. Good overall
condition.
D150 .455 Webley Mk 3 Service Revolver - Pre 1898
Includes 1940 dated military issue webbing holster. Revolver has had back
of cylinder reamed to take .45acp ammo in 1/2 or full-moon clips. Three x full
moon clips included. Some loss of finish to revolver. Good working order.

R 5500.00

D151

R 5500.00

.455 Webley Mk4 service Revolver.

Contract revolver purchased for S.A. Constabulary 1906. Marked "C.A.
S.A.C 06". Interestingly, the revolver also has British military acceptance and
disposal stamps to it which is unusual for a contract purchase item. Good
original overall.
D152 .455 Webley & Scott Mk V Revolver
Barrel length of 4". Made only during 1914-1915. The Mk V had the lowest
production run of the Webley service revolvers and is seldom encountered.
Commercial proof marks, revolver was no doubt a private purchase by a
WW1 officer. Silver grey patina with very little original finish, good working
order, a few small scratches below serial number.
D153 .450/455 Webley Mk V Revolver
The Mk 5 is scarce with the lowest production run of the .455 Webley service
pistols. It is particularly hard to find in a 7,5" barrel length. Hard rubber grips
with lanyard ring to bottom of grips. "Webley Patent's" and "Mark V"
marking to barrel & frame. Good original condition.

R 2750.00

R 4500.00

R 5500.00

D154

.455 Webley Mk VI 6" Service Revolver
Well marked with British broad arrow ownership stamps sold out of service
addorsed arrows. Dated 1917. Black chequered hard rubber grips. Slight
fading overall to original finish, overall good original.
D155 No Item

R 4500.00

D156

R 1950.00

.32 Webley Mk4 Small Frame Revolver
Barrel length of 3", chequered black hard rubber grips to small frame. Mint
condition.
D157 .38 Webley & Scott Ltd Mk IV SA Police Revolver
Large frame with barrel cut-down to 75mm. Marked "Webley & Scott Ltd
Mark IV .38 SAP Made In England". Good condition.
D158 .38 Webley & Scott Ltd Mk IV Revolver
War finish, barrel 125mm, chequered hard rubber grips with Webley logo to
them. Good plus original condition.
D159 .38 Enfield 1939 No 2 Mk 1* Service Revolver
Enfield manufacture, original finish partly worn off the 5" barrel with has a
very good bore. Six shot break action with spur-less hammer. In a leather
holster. Good condition.
D160 .38 Albion England No 2 Mk 1* Revolver
Manufactured by Alibon 1942. Ribbed wooden grips, spurless hammer, 5"
barrel.. Good plus original condition.
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R 1500.00

R 1400.00

R 1750.00

R 1650.00

D161

.38 Enfield No 2 Mk1 Revolver

British Army Issue 1931. Marked "Enfield No.2 Mk.1 1931" .Model with
hammer spur and Chequered wooden grips. Barrel length of 5". Good
original condition.
D162 7,65mm Webley Mod 1908 Pistol
Side of slide marked to "Standard Bank". After-market cast aluminium grips
and sights raised for target shooting purposes. Fair overall condition.
Includes leather holster.
D163 6,35mm Star C.O. Pistol.
Nickel plated pistol with additional Pachmayr slip-on grip fitted. Includes two
extra magazines. Good condition
D164 9mmp Luger P-08 Service Pistol
Manufactured by Mauser Werke Oberndorf 1939 with matching numbers,
including magazine. Pistol displays a small blemished area to frame and as
been reblued. Non standard chequered wooden grips have been fitted. Good
overall condition.
D165 9mmp P-08 Luger Service Pistol

R 1500.00

R 950.00

R 750.00

R 6500.00

R 6500.00

Manufactured DWM 1914, reissued to "Reichswehr" in 1920 and stamped
with both dates. Matching numbers throughout including aluminium based
magazine. Some wear to chequering to wooden grips as well as some
holster wear to blued finish. Good original condition overall.
D166

9mmp LugerP-08 Service Pistol

WW2 variant marked "42" indicating production by Mauserwerke Oberndorf.
Produced 1941. Black plastic grips, correct aluminium base magazine.
Matching numbers throughout but for magazine. Good to good plus original
condition.
D167 9mmp Luger P08 service Pistol

R 6500.00

R 6500.00

In tooled leather holster. Manufactured "Mauserwerke Oberndorf 1941",
matching numbers throughout. Black chequered grips. Good original
condition but for some scattered light surface pitting to finish.
D168

6,35mm Sauer Pistol
Compact pocket pistol with black chequered hard rubber grips marked
"Sauer Cal .6,35 28". Finish of pistol shows some holster wear to high spots
otherwise good original condition.
D169 7,63mm Mauser Broomhandle Pistol + Stock/Holster

R 1750.00

R 17500.00

"New Safety" variant, serial number 2686XX which would indicate 1911 to
1915 manufacture. All matching numbers to pistol, stock has a different
number. Good original condition to pistol & holster with factory "fireblue" to
safety, trigger, rear sight slide & extractor. Some holster wear to finish on
barrel and edges of magazine box. Some light "cordite burn" to barrel.
D170

7,65mm CZ Mod 50 Pistol
Produced 1970. Pistol features and double action mechanism and single
stack magazine, some light pitting to left hand side of slide, rest good
original condition.
D171 .32acp Savage Pistol
Rotating barrel locking mechanism, single action, single stack pistol, with
3,75" barrel. Silver grey finish to pistol. Fair to good condition.
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R 1950.00

R 1250.00

D172

7,65mm Walther PPK Pistol
German made pistol dated 1965. Includes leather pistol caddy and spare
magazine. Chequered brown plastic grips. Some light holster wear to
muzzle. Good to good plus condition.
D173 9mmp Sig P210-5 Pistol
Black chequered plastic grips, heel magazine release, 116mm barrel and
adjustable sights.. The SIG P-210 has long been regarded as one of the
most desirable and sought after 9mm pistols. Good plus original condition.
D174

D175

D176

D177

D178

9mmp Sig P210 Pistol

R 2500.00

R 17500.00

R 17500.00

Manufactured by the "Schweizerische Industrie Gesellschaft" with a 122
barrel length and 8-round magazine. Heel magazine release. Good original
condition.
9x18mm Makarov Mod 59 Pistol
Chinese manufactured with matching serial numbers to slide and frame and
"56" within a triangle to the frame. Chequered reddish/brown grips. Includes
spare magazine. Some light holster wear to muzzle, overall good to good
plus condition.
9mmk Smith & Beecham 380 Pistol
Early SA designed & manufactured D/A, polymer framed defence pistol with
stainless slide. Good overall condition .
.22lr FN Browning Target Pistol
Micro-adjustable sights and weight to heavy round profile ventilated rib 6"
barrel. Orthopedic type grips. Includes 3 x spare magazines. Wear to finish
on barrel, rest all good original condition.
.22lr FN-Browning Target Pistol
Micro-adjustable sights to heavy round profile ventilated rib 6" barrel.
Orthopaedic type grip. Orthopaedic type grips. Excellent original condition.

D179

6,35mm Astra Firecat Pistol
Includes spare magazine. Good to good plus original condition.
D180 .38spl Sauer & Sohn Revolver
Blue 2" snub nosed revolver, made by "J P Sauer & Sohn" in West
Germany. Smooth wooden grips with "Sauer" logo inset to either side. Very
good plus original condition.
D181 .357mag Ruger Security Six Revolver
Adjustable sights to 6" barrel. Stainless with Pachmayr grips. Good condition.
D182

9mmp Sanna HMC
SA built variant using equipment that was first used in Rhodesia to build
what the Rhodesians termed the GM15 which in turn was based on the
Czech VZ24 HMC. Fires from an open bolt with a 35round magazine. The
folding stock is broken off at the hinge point as are most of the SA built
Sanna's, the stock hinge being made of the wrong material. Otherwise the
gun is in good original condition
D183 9mm Pam Hmc
Argentinian built 9mmp variant of the US "Grease" gun. Barrel length of
200mm and 30rd magazine. Very little finish remaining to gun.
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R 2950.00

R 2000.00

R 2500.00

R 2950.00

R 500.00
R 1500.00

R 2950.00

R 2250.00

R 2250.00

D184

12ga Protecta Combat Shotgun
SA designed and manufactured combat shotgun with folding stock, twelve
round drum magazine and 14,5" barrel. Twist grip action. Good plus to
excellent condition.
D185 12g Protecta Shotgun
SA designed and manufactured combat shotgun with folding stock, twelve
round drum magazine and 14,5" barrel. Twist grip action. Includes carry bag.
Good plus to excellent condition
D186 No Item

R 3250.00

D187

R 6500.00

.357Mag S&W M28 "Highway Patrolman" Revolver - Box
In factory box with. Matt blued 4" barrel with chequered wooden grips
bearing S&W logo to them. Mint condition.
D188 .22lr. Beretta Mod. 71 Pistol - Boxed
In factory box with spare magazine. Excellent condition
D189 .357Mag. Colt Python Revolver
Blued 4" model with adjustable sights and chequered wooden grips with Colt
logo to them. Serial number AL9022. Mint condition.
D190 9mmp Beretta M92SB Pistol
Ex. SAP issue, SAP engraved to triggerguard. D//A trigger mechanism,
fifteen round magazine, chequered wooden grips with Beretta logo.
D191

.45acp Colt Government Mod 0f 1911 US Army Pistol
Pistol has had an extended safety, hi rise combat sights and after market
grips added. Serial number 258148. Front of trigger guard and front of grip
have been stippled. One small patch of light pitting to lh front of slide
otherwise good condition. Includes spare magazine
CATEGORY E ~ MODERN HANDGUNS

R 2500.00

R 1750.00
R 25000.00

R 7500.00

R 5500.00

Lot # Lot Description

Estimate

E1

.40s&w Glock Mod23 Gen4 Pistol - Boxed
Pistol is in box, excellent condition and includes numerous spares including
three magazines, pistol caddy, 2 sets of Meprolight sights, Fobus holster &
magazine pouches, tactical light, Sticky holster, approx 225 rds. of ammo.
Hooked trigger guard and tactical rail to fore-end frame.

R 10000.00

E2

.40s&w Glock 23 Pistol - Boxed
Pistol is new in box ex-dealer stock and includes spare magazine, loader,
cleaning equipment and instruction manual. Hooked trigger guard and
tactical rail to fore-end frame.
9mmp Norinco NP17 Pistol
A Norinco variant of the Tokarev with safety, two tone finish to metal work,
condition is as new.
9mmp Daewoo DP 51 Pistol - Cased
In manufacturers box with spare magazine and mag loader. Stainless type
finish with thirteen round magazine capacity, hooked trigger guard and
ambidextrous safety, barrel length of 4". Pistol is "as new".
9mmp Sig-Sauer P239 Pistol - Cased
In hard factory case with instruction manual, safety lock and spare
magazine. Eight round magazine capacity, D/A trigger mechanism, 3,5"
barrel. Gun appears to be unfired and would make an ideal carry gun.

E3

E4

E5
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R 7500.00

R 1950.00

R 4500.00

R 15000.00

E6

.38spl Taurus Revolver
Six shot, large frame, 3" barrel revolver. Fair to good condition.

E7

.38spl Astra Inox 2" Stainless Revolver
Five shot snubbie with chequered wooden grips. Excellent condition.
9mmk CZ 83 Pistol
All steel pistol with double action trigger mechanism and high capacity
magazine. Manufactured 1892. Excellent original condition.
.357mag Uberti Maverick O/U Pistol
Compact O/U pistol with wooden grips, 3,3" barrels and colour casehardened frame. Includes leather holster. All in excellent condition.
CATEGORY F ~ COLLECTOR LONGARMS

E8

E9

Lot #

Lot Description

F1

8mm Steyr M95 Service Rifle
Straight pull action. Full stock with 30" barrel and clip fed integral magazine.
Matching numbers to bolt, receiver and barrel. "S" marking to knox form.
Good original condition
.303 "Long Lee" L.E.1* Rifle - Pre 1898

F2

F3

F4

R 950.00
R 1500.00
R 3000.00

R 2500.00

Estimate

Receiver ring marked "Crown V.R. Enfield 1896 L.E. 1*", UDF ownership
stamping to receiver. Safety catch & dust-cover to rear of bolt, dust cover to
bolt. Fair to good overall condition.
.303 C.L.L.E Service Rifle - Pre 1898
Conversion of a Lee-Metford Mk11 dated 1893 to C.L.L.E status. Butt socket
marked "Crown V.R. Enfield 1893 11" reverse side marked "Enfield 1900
C.L.L.E.". Later "Boer War" sight upgrade to rifle. Good original condition.

R 2750.00

R 3950.00

R 3950.00

.303 P-14 Lee Enfield Target Service Rifle
Remington manufacture complete with Pattern 14 adjustable dioptre target
rear sight. Matching numbers to bolt and action. Includes military issue
webbing sling. Stock has been refinished. Fairly good condition.
.303 P-14 Enfield Service Rifle
Built by Remington. Patt 14 peep sight base fitted to side of action, target
sling swivel fitted to front of trigger-guard. Very good refinished condition.

R 3500.00

F6

.303 S.M.L.E No 1 Mk 3 Service Rifle

R 2500.00

F7

Butt socket marked "Crown GR Enfield 1910 Sht LE III*". Some handling
marks to metal work, stock refinished. Fair to good condition.
.303 S.M.L.E. No 1 Mk 3* Service Rifle

R 3500.00

F5

R 3750.00

Butt socket marked "Crown GR B 1940 Sht LE III*", indicating 1940 factory
rebuild. British military and UDF ownership stamps to receiver. Matching
numbers to action and bolt. Good to good plus condition, but for missing top
wood work "ears" to rear sight.
F8

.303 Lee Enfield S.M.L.E No 1 Mk 3 Service Rifle
Butt socket marked "Crown GR LSA Co Ld 1917 Sht LE III", Union military
markings to receiver ring, barrel replaced 12.46. Matching numbers to rifle
and bolt. Expected dings to stock. Good original condition overall.
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R 3500.00

F9

.303 S.M.L. E No 1 Mk 3 Target Service Rifle

R 3750.00

Butt socket marked "Crown GR BSA Co 1914 ShtLE III", SAP ownership
roundel to butt. British military, UDF and SAP ownership marks to rifle.
Matching numbers to bolt and action. Includes Parker Hale 5A adjustable
dioptre rear sight and military webbing sling. Good plus condition overall.
F10

.303 S.M.L.E. No 1 Mk 3* Service Target Rifle

R 3500.00

Butt socket marked "Crown GR 1917 Sht LE IIIP" , UDF markings to
receiver, BSA markings to knox form of barrel, Parker Hale 5A adjustable
dioptre target rear sight fitted. Rifle is in good plus original condition.
F11

.303 S.M. L.E. No 1 Mk 3 Service Target Rifle
Rifle includes Parker Hale 5A adjustable dioptre target rear sight and military
issue webbing target sling, original pull through, brass oil bottle and spare
magazine. British military markings to receiver. Rifle has had a one piece
scope mount base fitted to it. Otherwise all good original condition.

R 2950.00

F12

.303 Lee Enfield No 4 Mk 2 Service Rifle

R 3750.00

F13

Manufactured "R.O.F Fazakerley January 1954". All in very good refinished
condition but for plugged scope holes to receiver.
.303 Lee Enfield No.4 Mk1 Service Rifle

R 3950.00

F14

F15

Manufactured by "R.O.F. Fazakerley September 1948". British Broad
Arrow plus Union military markings to receiver. Good original condition.
.303 Lee Enfield No 4 Mk 2 Service Rifle
Manufactured February 1950 by Royal Ordinance Factory Fazakerley. Very
good condition.
.303 Lee Enfield No 4 Mk1* Target Service Rifle

F17

Manufactured "Long Branch 1942". Includes military issue webbing, Parker
Hale 5C target peep sight. UDF marked receiver. All in very good plus
original condition.
.303 Lee Enfield No 4 Mk 2 Service Target Rifle
Manufactured February 1950. Matching numbers to all components, includes
Parker Hale 5C adjustable dioptre rear target sight. Good plus original
condition.
.303 Martini-Enfield Carbine

F18

LH side of receiver marked "Crown VR Enfield 1902 ME AC". Rifle is fitted
with replacement 25" barrel, and stock has been fitted with a Monte-Carlo
type cheek piece and ventilated recoil pad. Good refinished condition, good
bore. Should make a good shooter.
.303 Martini Enfield Artillery Carbine

F16

R 4500.00

R 4750.00

R 4750.00

R 2750.00

R 2950.00

Left side of receiver marked "Crown V.R. H.R.B. Co. 1897 M.E. .303
A.C.1". Well-marked with various inspection & disposal stamps to
metalwork. Small cut-outs to stock immediately below knox form, rest all
good original condition.
F19

7,5mm Mas Model 1936 Service Rifle
Bolt action rifle, with 22,75" barrel, detachable cruciform section bayonet and
two piece stock, provision for side mounting sling to stock. Good original
condition.
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R 2500.00

F20

F21

F22

7,5mm French Mas 36 Service Rifle
Mle 1936 service rifle, all in good original condition but for integral bayonet
which is missing.
7x57mm Chilean M95 Mauser Service Rifle
Manufactured by DWM, the Chilean M95 Mauser differed from the Boer
Mauser in three respects. It had a double release catch for the rear sight
slide, where-as the boer Mauser had just one, the bolt head was rounded
rather than square and there was a safety locking lug at the rear of the
receiver that the Boer Mauser did not have. The rifle is includes sling and
cleaning rod, it has matching numbers and is in excellent original condition.

R 2500.00

R 12500.00

7x65R Belgian Mauser Rifle
Receiver ring marked "ANCETAB ps Pieper Herstall". Tangent type rear
sight fitted to 24" barrel, bayonet mount and cleaning rod to front of stock
includes original leather sling, WR number added to receiver ring Belgian
proofs to knox form, Overall good original condition
6,5x58mm Portuguese Mauser Mod 1904 Rifle
As issued to UDF forces for use in German Southwest campaign 1915,
"King Juan Carlos 1" crest to receiver ring plus UDF markings, matching
numbers to receiver, bolt and magbox. Good to good plus original condition.

R 2250.00

F24

6,5x58mm Mauser Rifle Model 1904 Service Rifle

R 2450.00

F25

As issued to UDF forces for German South-West Campaign 1915."King
Juan Carlos 1" crest to receiver ring plus UDF markings. Good plus
refinished condition.
7,92mm "KS" Gew 98 Service Rifle

R 7500.00

F26

Issued to German colonial "Schutztruppen" in German South West and
German East Africa. Differs from regular Gew. 98 in having rear sights
commencing at 200 rather than 400 metres and turned down bolt handle.
Receiver ring marked "Spandau 1901". Matching serial number 5703 to all
major components. All good original condition.
7,62mm "Israeli" K98 Mauser Rifle

R 5500.00

F27

Action dates 1940,and is marked "147" signifying manufacture by Sauer &
Sohn Suhl. Matching numbers to bolt and receiver, rifle has Israeli issue
leather military sling to it. Good to good plus condition.
7,62x51mm "Israeli" Mauser K98 Rifle

R 5500.00

F23

R 2450.00

Complete with issue leather sling. Manufactured "dot U 1945" marked
receiver. With matching numbers to bolt and receiver signifying manufacture
by "Waffen Werke Brunn". Rifle is in particularly good original condition.
F28

8x57mm Yugoslav M48 Service Rifle
Includes issue leather sling and matching numbers ot bolt and receiver. Rifle
has been arsenal refinished and is in very good refinished condition.
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R 3750.00

F29

7x57mm Boer War Plezier Mauser Rifle
Original Plezier Mausers are very scarce with less than 650 ordered by the
Boer Republics. Complete with 27" full octagonal barrel with fold-up tangent
rear sight graduated to 1100m and very fine front sight with windage
adjustment. Marked "Deutsche Waffen Und Munitionsfabriken Berlin" on
lhs of action. Rifle is 100% original, fully functional and complete with
matching numbers on receiver, barrel, bolt, rear sight, floor plate etc. Stock
with semi pistol grip, cheekpiece, flat wooden side panels and silver
escutcheon plate. Original finish on metal and wood, original butt plate, bore
is very good.

R 55000.00

F30

.577/450 Martini Henry Service Rifle
RH side of receiver marked "Crown VR BSA & M Co 1888" . Butt marked
"BSA & M Co Birmingham" with ordinance disposal stamps to butt. Cape
Government markings to top of receiver barrel and action well marked with
military acceptance/ inspection stamps. Good to good plus original condition.

R 7500.00

F31

.577/450 Martini Henry "4 Pond" Service Rifle
As bought by the ZAR, British proofs to rifle. Standard service rifle
configuration no makers marks to barrel or action, barrel displays British
proof marks to knox form. Good to good plus condition

R 5500.00

F32

.577/450 Westley Richards "ZAR" Martini Rifle
Westley Richards ZAR, as issued to Boer forces in second Anglo Boer War.
Knox form dated 1898. RH side of receiver marked "Made specially for
ZAR", LH side of receiver marked "Westley Richards & Co", 33,25" barrel.
Overall good to good plus condition.

R 9500.00

F33

.577/450 Martini Henry Sporting Rifle

R 8500.00

By "Field of London". Five leaf rear sight and windage adjustable fore sight
to 29,25" barrel. Extensive engraving to action. Shaped horn fore-end tip,
wrap around chequering to both fore end and pistol grip, engraving to steel
butt plate. Good plus professionally refinished condition.
F34

.577/450 Martini Target Rifle By Robert Hughes.

R 7500.00

LH side of receiver marked "Robert Hughes & Sons, Birmingham"
Provision for mounting target peep sight to wrist of well figured walnut stock.
Relatively heavy 33" Target barrel with excellent rifling to bore. Finish faded
to silver grey overall.
F35

.450 No.2 Musket By Field Of London
Sporting Martini rifle with ribbed 28,75" barrel carrying leaf & ladder rear
sight. Rib marked "Field London" as is side of action. Sporting fore-end
with horn tip, pistol grip type stock with some chips to butt socket. Fair to
good overall condition.

R 5500.00

F36

.577/450 Martini Henry Carbine-Zulu War.

R 9500.00

Service issue carbine that is marked "Crown V.R. L.S.A Co. 1877 11 2"
with extensive military acceptance/inspection stamps to receiver & knox
form. Cape Govt. stamp to receiver, UDF ownership stamp to knox-form.
Full-stock & clearing rod to 21" barrel. Sold-out-of-service addorsed arrows
to butt. Gun is well marked and in good refinished condition.
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F37

.577 Snider Mk 1 Carbine

R 3750.00

Lock marked "Crown cypher 1872" plus "V& R. Blakemore Birmingham
& London" plus "TOWER". Period copper reinforcing patches fitted behind
trigger guard & lock. "J.S. Botha" lightly carved into stock. Fair to good
original condition.
F38

.577 Snider Short Rifle
Mk3 action, Crown & Tower stamps to action. Good overall. Barrel fair with
some light pitting. Crack to heel of butt.
.32-20 Marlin Mod 1894 Lever Action Rifle
British proofs to 25,25" round barrel with full-length magazine tube. Serial
number 288444. Straight grip walnut stock. Rifle shows some light pitting
and a grey overall finish.
.22LR Brno Mod1sporting Rifle
Manufactured 1947 with three leaf rear sight and straight profile stock.
Considerable loss of finish to rifle which would benefit from a reblue.
.22lr Walther Rifle
Dual action pre WW2 rifle which allows for semi-auto or bolt action use.
Barrel length of 24,5", open sights and suppressor thread to muzzle. Pistol
grip stock and 5-round magazine. Very good condition.
.22lr Winchester Mod 63 S/Auto Sporting Rifle
Serial number 365774. Long regarded as one the most desirable .22's, the
wood & all steel construction made for a long-lasting firearm. Open sights to
19" barrel, scope mounting rib to receiver. Good plus condition.
.22lr Winchester Mod 69 Sporting Rifle
Bolt action rifle five round magazine. Open sights to 25" barrel, fairly unique
magazine release system to side of stock. Some light fading of finish to
metalwork. Overall good original condition.
.22lr Unique Combination
Pistol/Rifle combination unit with 18" rifle barrel & 3,25" pistol barrel. Semiauto action activated by a pushrod to the front of the rifle stock. Good plus
condition.
.22LR Mauser Mn 410B Sport Rifle
Open sights to light weight 24" barrel, five round magazine. Schnabel type
fore-end, two panel chequering to grip and "Mauser" buttplate to stock.
Matching numbers to bolt & action. Good plus refinished condition.

R 4500.00

F47

.22lr Early Ms420 Sporting/Target Rifle
Early model with tapered magazine, open sights to 25,25" barrel. Mauser
banner to stock & buttplate. Good bore, good original condition overall.

R 5500.00

F48

.22lr Mauser Mn410b Sporting Rifle
Open sights to 23,75" barrel, five round magazine, stock has cracked
across the pistol grip and been repaired. Metal work displays loss of finish.
Fair to good overall.
.22lr BSA Martini International Match Rifle
Standard heavy match stock with sling swivels and fore arm stop. Includes
Parker-Hale adjustable target peep sight. Exaggerated Monte Carlo design
with deeply swept cheek piece. Bore good, woodwork could benefit from a
clean up. Good condition.

R 2500.00

F39

F40

F41

F42

F43

F45

F46

F49
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R 7500.00

R 2450.00

R 3750.00

R 4500.00

R 2250.00

R 2750.00

R 4500.00

R 3250.00

F50

.22 BSA "WD" Trainer Rifle
Built on similar to the S.M.L.E rifles the War Department trainer was used by
both the military and Cadet training units. Barrel length of 24" with military
type sights and single shot action. Full-stock with brass buttplate. Good plus
original condition.
.22lr BSA Sportsman Five Rifle
Sporting bolt action rifle 25" barrel and five round magazine. BSA logo to
butt. Particularly good original condition.
.22lr BSA Sportsman Fifteen Rifle
Sporting bolt action rifle 25" barrel and fifteen round magazine. BSA logo to
butt. Good original condition.
.22 hornet Walther Sporting Rifle
Open sights to 22" barrel, five round detachable magazine, side safety four
panel chequering and cheek piece to Bavarian styled stock. Excellent bore,
good, plus to excellent overall condition
.22 Hornet Zidi Sport Rifle
More properly known as the 5,6 x 35R Vierling round. Rifle has open sights
to 21,5" barrel, detachable 5 round magazine. German proofs, splinter type
fore end to stock, two chequering panels to semi-pistol grip, cheek piece and
chequered horn butt plate to stock. Good over all condition.

R 1950.00

F55

.22hornet Slazenger Model 24 Rifle
Built on the .303 S.M.L.E action, rifle has a Parker Hale scope base mount
fitted to it. Two piece stock with four panel chequering, bore displays some
light pitting to throat & sharp grooves. Good plus overall condition.

R 4500.00

F56

.22/250 Sako Rifle
Mod "AII" action with tapered dove tails to receiver. Sights have been
removed from 23" barrel, two panel chequering to wrist and fore end, Sako
factory butt plate, Good plus bore, good to good plus overall condition.

R 8500.00

F57

6.5x57mm Brno Mod 21 Rifle
Manufactured 1948, open sights and barrel band swivel to 21" barrel,
adjustable trigger, bolt does not have the typical cocking piece but rather a
model 98 type Mauser 45 degree safety. Two panel chequering to both wrist
and fore end, solid black Decelerator pad to butt which has a cheek piece to
it. Rear action bridge has had an additional hole drilled to it for scope
mounting purpose. Good refinished condition.

R 11500.00

F58

7 x 57mm Brno Model 21 Sporting Rifle
24" barrel with barrel band. Double set triggers. Butter knife bolt handle. Flat
top dove-tail receiver. Good bore. Good refinished condition.
7x57mm Mauser Sporting Rifle

R 9500.00

F51

F52

F53

F54

F59

Fitted with 28,5" ribbed octagon to round "Krupp Essen" barrel which is
mounted with tangent rear sight and integral rib foresight, commercial proofs
to M98 double trigger action. Typically Germanic splinter fore-end with
schnabel to fore end and two panel chequering to grip. Cheek piece and
solid steel butt plate to stock. Some expected cordite wear to bore. Good
overall condition.
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R 2500.00

R 2500.00

R 4500.00

R 5000.00

R 5750.00

F60

F61

F62

F63

F64

F65

F66

.303 BSA Sporting Rifle
Built on S.M.L.E. type action which has been commercially proofed for
"Cordite only". Leaf and ladder rear sight to 25" barrel, wrap around
chequering to splinter type fore end, wrap around chequering and BSA butt
plate to semi pistol grip stock. Stock has been refinished, good metal work.
Good original condition.
.303 BSA Lee-Speed Sporting Rifle - Pre 1898
Lee Sporter action with 25" barrel carrying leaf & ladder rear sight. Knox
form marked "Cordite only". Stock of superior grade walnut, with chequered
wrist & fore-end. Steel plate to butt. Ten round magazine. Good bore, good
original condition overall.
.303 BSA Sporting Rifle
Built on the BSA P14 Enfield sporting action with open sights to 25,5" barrel.
Rifle regulated/proofed for 215 grain bullet and attractive walnut stock with
wrap around chequering to fore-end, two panel chequering to pistol grip,
Monte carlo type butt with ventilated recoil pad fitted. Good bore, good
overall condition.
.318wr Sporting Rifle By George Gibbs
Two leaf rear sight, ramp foresight & swivel to 25" barrel which is marked to
"George Gibbs, Bristol & 35 Saville Row London. W.". Knox form carries
proof markings & ".318" in bold marking. Very well figured butt with semipistol grip, two panel chequering to grip and wrap-around chequering to foreend. Typical classic English styling to butt. Some light expected "cordite
burn" to grooves, rifle should make a good shooter. Very good professionally
refinished condition.

R 2500.00

R 4500.00

R 5500.00

R 45000.00

.375h&h Winchester Pre-64 Mod 70 Rifle
Super-grade model with 25" barrel carrying open sights. Serial number
121138 indicates 1948 manufacture. Wrap-around chequering to both pistol
grip & fore-end. Cheekpiece & solid red Winchester pad to butt. Very good
bore, excellent overall condition.
.375h&h By Holland & Holland Sporting Rifle
Sporting built on M98 Mauser action with island rear sight, ramp fore-sight
and barrel band swivel to barrel which is marked to "Holland & Holland 98
New Bond Street London". Knox form marked "Holland's .375 Magnum
rimless cartridge Hykro Steel". Monte carlo styled stock with shadow-line
cheekpiece, solid rubber recoil pad, steel hinged grip cap ebony fore-end tip.
Wrap-around chequering to fore-end and grip. Good plus bore, good to very
good overall condition.

R 22500.00

.404 Mauser Rifle by Charles Lancaster of London
Built on single square bridge Oberndorf commercial action. Barrel length of
25" with typically English styled fore end, sling swivel and three leaf rear
sight. Barrel marked "Charles Lancaster London & Cordite 60-400 max.".
Magazine floor plate marked "Lancaster Magazine .404 rimless". Wrap
around chequering to fore-end, two panel chequering to grip and shadow
line cheek piece to butt which has chequered wood for the butt plate. Good
bore, good plus original condition.

R 65000.00
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R 27500.00

F67

.404 Jeffery Sporting Rifle
English built on M98 Mauser action with London proof marks to 24" barrel
which carries ramp foresight, barrel swivel and express rear sight. Adjustable
trigger. Walnut stock has wraparound chequering to fore-end & wrist, recoil
lug, shadow line cheekpiece, fore-end tip & grip cap and Pachmayr
Decelerator recoil pad. Some light "cordite burn" to grooves of action, overall
good to good plus condition.
.416rem mag Mauser Mod 03 Sport Rifle
One of the later variants of the highly reputed Mauser line, the M03 features
an interchangeable barrel system as well as a QD scope mounting system.
The rifle has open sights and a barrel band swivel to a 25" QD barrel and a
scroll engraved matt silver finished action. Buffalo engraved to the
detachable magazine box. Highly figured walnut stock has an ebony grip &
tip cap, four panel chequering and a cheekpiece to it. Gun is "as new", and
extra barrels are available from the seller.

R 30000.00

F69

.425 Westley Richards Sporting Rifle
M98 Mauser action with spring-loaded cartridge securing clips to receiver
rails. Knurled top to receiver, side marked with serial no. LT420XX and
"W.R. .425 Magnum Express". Round 28" barrel with 5-leaf rear sight
marked "Westley Richards & Co. London Made Specially For Fereday &
Sons Sole Agents Salisbury Rhodesia". Barrel mounted swivel and typical
Westley type foresight. Straight line walnut stock with solid red recoil pad,
chequered pistol-grip, wrap-around chequering to fore-end and horn foreend tip. Stock has had strengthening dowel discreetly fitted to bottom of
pistol-grip. Good bore, good plus original condition overall. Factory confirms
that rifle was delivered to Feredays Salisbury in 1929.

R 32500.00

F70

.458lott A-Square Rifle
Built on P17 Enfield action with express sights to 23" barrel which is marked
"458 Lott A-square made in USA". Long eye relief Leupold M8/2x scope
fitted to barrel and receiver, typical A-square type heavy walnut stock which
is needed to tame the recoil on the 458 Lott round, Pachmyar recoil pad
fitted to butt. Excellent original condition.
.300win mag Sauer Mod 80 Rifle
High gloss factory blue to action, satin nickel type finish to 26" factory barrel
with open sights. Chequered wrist & fore-end with Monte Carlo type cheek
piece. Adjustable trigger, detachable magazine. Very good bore, good
overall condition.
8x60mm Brno Mod 21 Sporting Rifle
Barrel length of 24" with open sights & barrel band swivel. Small ring round
action which is drilled & tapped and bolt which has been slightly extended for
scope use. Cheekpiece to stock factory stock which has had reinforcing
dowel added to pistol grip and ventilated pad fitted to stock. Good bore, fairly
good overall condition.
20GA De Beumont S/S Hammer Shotgun

R 29500.00

F68

F71

F72

F73

Nitro proofed 27,5" barrels marked to "Eduard De Beaumont". Hammer
gun with bar action locks, straight hand walnut stock with ventilated rib recoil
pad which has perished and needs replacing. Overall fair to good condition.
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R 45000.00

R 14500.00

R 8500.00

R 10000.00

F74

450/12ga. Westley Richards S/S Cape Gun - Pre 1898
Bar action sidelock with 30" barrels carrying leaf & ladder rear sight and
marked "547 Grade Special Quality" as well as "Westley Richards & Co.
London & Birmingham". Well figured semi pistol grip stock with
escutcheon & swivel to bottom of stock. Barrels have been rust-blued, stock
refinished and small parts blued. Very good refinished condition.

R 6500.00

F75

12ga Wild S/S Shotgun - Pre 1898

R 3750.00

Hammer gun with bar action locks and 30" Damascus barrels marked "T
Wild" Whittall street, Birmingham England". Extensive scroll engraving to
action and locks well figured Damascus barrels. The stock features a period
steel plate repair to the pistol grip and the stock is of a particularly well
figured walnut, tight action. Overall good condition.
F76

12ga Bonehill S/S Hammer Shotgun - Pre 1898
Bar action locks with rebounding hammers, 30" Damascus barrels, choked
full & modified. Gun has been professionally refinished, browned barrels,
blued small action parts and refinished stock. Some light pitmarks to bores,
overall good refinished condition
No Item

R 2500.00

F78

12ga Leige S/S Shotgun
Belgian made boxlock non ejector gun with 32" Damascus barrels choked
full & 1/4. Gun has game scene engravings to sides of action, was reputedly
the property of former Prime Minister Jan Smuts but no provenance exists to
verify this. Good bores tight action. Good overall condition

R 2500.00

F79

12ga Jeffery S/S Shotgun

R 4500.00

F77

Boxlock shotgun marked "W. J. Jeffry & Co 13 King St James's, London
S.W.". Unusually the well figured 30" Damascus barrels are nitro proofed,
disc set strikers and Greener crossbolt to action which carries extensive
engraving to it. Well figured walnut straight grip type stock. Good to good
plus condition.
F80

F81

F82

12ga Cogswell & Harrison Avant Tout S/S Shotgun
Box lock ejector with 30" steel barrels choked 3/4 & 1/4, much engraving to
action and trigger guard. Pachmayr Decelerator pad fitted to well figured
stock. Nitro proofed for 1 1/8oz load, 2 3/4" chamber, good bores, tight
action. Good to good plus condition.
16ga Brno S/S Shotgun
Side lock action with lockplates, action and sides of 27,5" barrels extensively
engraved by Armin Winkler. Gun has been fitted with a well made and well
figured custom stock featuring a 16" length of pull. This can of course easily
be cut down again for an individual with standard length arms. All in good to
good plus condition.
12ga. FN-Browning B25 O/U Shotgun
B2 grade skeet gun with 26,5" barrels choked modified. Single trigger ejector
action with game bird scenes by "J. Baerten" engraved to all three sides of
action. Pistol grip stock, ventilated rib barrel chrome steel barrels. All in very
good condition.
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R 12500.00

R 6500.00

R 27500.00

F83

F84

F85

F86

F87

F88

F89

12ga. FN-Browning B25 O/U Trap Shotgun
B2 grade gun with 30" chrome steel, ventilated rib barrels choked full & 3/4.
Game bird scenes by "R. Risack" engraved to all three sides of action.
Pistol grip stock of select grade walnut. Single selective trigger, ejector
action. Gun would make an ideal candidate for reprofiling the stock for field
use. Good original condition.
16ga Ithaca Mod 37R Pump Action Field Gun
Ribbed 27,5" barrel, modified choke, some wear to finish on receiver. Overall
good condition.
12ga Walther Semi-Auto Shotgun
Very rare toggle action shotgun. Production did not exceed 6000 items and
production spanned 1923 to 1931. This model has the 2nd slide variation
marked "Walthers Patent". Gun has a 27,5" barrel with German nitro-proof
marks for the 65mm cartridge. Serial number 3739. Extremely scarce and
unusual. Gun is in good original condition with some loss of finish to high
spots. One for the shotgun action type collectors.

R 27500.00

12ga Greener S/S Shotgun - Cased
Boxlock extractor gun with side safety and 30" nitro proofed barrels which
are choked full & 3/4 , some light pitting to bores, tight action, gun has been
professionally refinished and there are some light pit marks to the exterior of
the LH barrels. Hard canvas finished gun case which could do with
refurbishing.
12ga English S/S Hammer Gun - Pre 1898
Barrels of 29,75" which have been rebrowned and display an attractive
Damascus twist pattern. Bar action side lock, top lever action with extensive
engraving to action, locks and hammer. Straight English grip walnut stock
with good figuring to stock. Flat topped wrap around chequering to both wrist
and fore-end. Good to good plus professionally refinished condition but for
some light pitting to bores.
12ga William Powell S/S Shotgun - Cased - Pre 1898
Makers leather case with original makers label and charge sheet for gun.
Boxlock extractor action with extensive engraving to it, Damascus 30" barrels
choked 3/4 & improved cylinder, well figured butt carries German silver
presentation disc to it reading "1895 presented by the Cala agricultural
society to CJ Levy Esq.R.N as an acknowledgement of his services in
the interest of the society", the carrying handle has come adrift from the
case but is included with it. Barrels have weathered to a silver grey finish but
still have a pronounced Damascus pattern to them, good bores, tight action.
Good overall condition.

R 5500.00

12ga Chas Osbourne Shotgun - Cased
In leather hard case. Box lock non-ejector with 30" Nitro proofed barrels,
made by BSA, good bores, tight action. Ribs have been re-laid on barrels.
Good original overall but for some loss of finish to barrels.

R 4500.00
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R 1450.00

R 7500.00

R 2950.00

R 6500.00

F90

12ga/450 Westley Richards S/S Hammer Gun - Cased
Brass cornered leather case in particularly good condition. Bar action
hammer gun with top lever and Greener crossbolt to mechanism, barrels of
Westley Richards special quality 924 grade steel measuring 30", leaf and
ladder rear sight to barrels which display good original bores to them, wrap
around chequering to fore-end semi-pistol grip stock carries two panel
chequering, gun has been professionally re-blued and stock refinished,
overall good plus refinished condition, nitro proofed barrels.

F91

.303 s/s Double Hammer Gun By Bland - Cased
In original canvas finished brass cornered case in particularly good condition.
Built on Jones rotary under lever action with back action side locks,
extensive engraving to the action including "Jock of the Bushveld" and a
leopard by Armin Winkler. Very well figured walnut pistol grip type stock with
wrap around chequering to grip, shadowline cheek piece and orange/red
Silvers recoil pad. Good bores to 28" barrels which are London proofed for a
38gr rifleite load, Barrels marked to "EJ Bland 17 Brooke street London.
W.". Tight action barrels have been professionally reblued and gun is in
particularly good refinished condition.

R 45000.00

F92

.303 Rigby S/S Double Rifle - Cased
Rifle is a top-lever, boxlock ejector gun with 28" barrels carrying a leaf and
ladder rear sight and a ramped rib front sight. Barrels have a "dolls-head"
locking extension to them and are marked "John Rigby & Co. 72 St.
James's St London and at Dublin". Gun is proofed for 38grs. of Rifleite.
Serial number 6492. Greener type side safety to stock. Rifle has been
professionally restocked with high grade walnut and has a solid red Silver's
recoil pad fitted to the butt. Supplied in a hard canvas and leather case with
a Rigby double rifle manual, trade label, charge sheet, oil bottle and custom
knife. Barrel shows typical "cordite burn" to the grooves but should still make
a good shooter. Very good refinished condition.

R 95000.00

F93

.470ne Sabatti S/S Double Rifle - Cased
In factory hard case with instruction manual, test target, swivels and proof
certificate. Gun is a boxlock non-ejector with three leaf rear sight to 24"
barrels. Engraving to side panels of scalloped action, top-lever and bottom of
action. Unquestionably the most popular big-game double caliber, the gun
appears to be in "as new" condition.
.375 Flanged H&H mag Westley Richards S/S Rifle
Double rifle built on boxlock ejector action with third bite locking lug. Barrel
length of 25" with five leaf rear sight, ramp foresight and swivel. Bores show
some typical cordite wear but should still be a good shooter. Wrap-around
chequering to fore-end & pistol grip. Butt of exceptionally well-figured walnut
with solid red recoil pad and shadow-line cheekpiece. Gun is in very good
condition.

R 65000.00

F94
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R 7500.00

R 215000.00

F95

.450/400 W J Jeffery S/S Rifle
Double rifle built on boxlock extractor action with third bite locking lug.
Barrels of 24" with ramp front sight, five leaf rear sight and swivel. Action has
much colour case-hardening to it and rifle could well have been
professionally refinished. Particularly well-figured butt with red Silver's recoil
pad fitted. Wrap-around chequering to fore-end and grip. Stippling to back of
action. Rifle is in particularly good condition with sharp engraving, crisp
lettering, good blued finish and good plus bores.

R 215000.00

F96

.600 Nitro Express Schlemmer S/S Rifle
Double rifle on boxlock, extractor action with reinforced bolsters and Greener
type locking crossbolt. Border engraving to action and trigger-guard. Barrel
length of 25,5" with three-leaf rear sight, foresight and good bores. Wraparound chequering to fore-end and pistol grip stock which has a solid red
English type recoil pad. Barrels marked "Schlemmer & C.o. Armes" &
Brettes Liege Belgium". Liege proofmarks to barrel & action. Very seldom
that one encounters a .600 NE, particularly one in good condition as this one
obviously is.

R 185000.00

F97

.416 Rigby J Rigby Rifle
One of the more recent Rigby rifles built on their version of the Brno ZKK
602 magnum action with a rounded rather than flat-top receiver. Ported
muzzle to 23,5" barrel which has ramp foresight, barrel band swivel island
type rear sight, the base of which is milled out of the original billet . Barrel
marked "J.Rigby & Co. London", knox form marked "Rigby Special .416
Bore For Big Game". Factory side mount/rear base scope & rings marked
"J. Rigby & Co. London Cal. 416 Rigby No. 6563". Engraved floorplate
marked "Cal. .416 Rigby". Serial number to triggerguard. Wrap-around
chequering to fore-end, two-panel chequering to wrist, shadow-line
cheekpiece and silver escutcheon plate to stock. All in excellent condition.

R 185000.00

F98

.450/400 3,25" S/S Rifle By Cogswell & Harrison
Double rifle on boxlock, ejector action with 23,25" barrels carrying three-leaf
rear sight and ramp front sight. Bores are in good condition. Wrap-around
chequering to fore-end, well-figured pistol grip stock. Barrels marked to
"Cogswell & Harrison Ltd. 141 New Bond St. & 226 Strand London".
Scroll engraving to blued action. Gun is proofed 60gr. Cordite & 400gr.
Bullets. Serial number 27861. All in good plus condition.

R 150000.00

F99

.308win Steyr SSG 69 P1 Model Rifle
.308 Win Steyr SSG 69 Sniping rifle. Heavy 25,5" barrel. Green synthetic
stock. Factory extended recoil pad. Raised cheek piece to stock to facilitate
scope use. Factory quick detachable scope mounts, 2 spare 5x round
magazines. Includes instruction manual. Exceedingly accurate rifle in factory
case & in excellent condition.
.26High Velocity BSA Sporting Rifle
Built on the BSA P-14 derived action with dual folding peep sights to
receiver, four leaf rear sight and ramp foresight to 26,5" barrel, five round
magazine. BSA logo. Particularly good original condition. Wrap-around
chequering to fore-end, two panel to pistol grip wrist and solid red recoil pad.
Ten rounds of Kynoch rimless .26 caliber ammunition included.

F100
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R 25000.00

R 12000.00

F101

5.56 Vektor LM5 Rifle
Civilian variant of the R5 Service rifle, 12,5" barrel length. Folding stock &
issue webbing sling. Some age related crumbling to recoil plate on stock.
The rest all in excellent original condition.
7,62 FN FAL Service Rifle
Belgium manufactured variant of the FAL without flash hider but integral
bayonet mounting lug to the bottom of the barrel. Utilises Model 1965 export
bayonet which has flash hider to the muzzle ring. Rifle has a military spec
scope based to it which is secured with 8 mounting screws. Rifle has a
wooden butt & carrying handle to it. Included is the correct M1965 type
export bayonet which has integral suppressor type prongs. Frog included.
Bayonet good plus original condition. Rifle in good refinished condition.

R 19500.00

F103

7,62mm Zimbabwean FN Short Rifle
Scarce short barrelled 18" variant as used by BSAP assigned to VIP
protection units assigned to Ian Smith and other special forces units.
Originally an SADF issue rifle that was subsequently transferred to
Rhodesia. Wooden butt. Good used condition, traces of Rhodesian Army RA
numbers to be found on rifle.

R 29500.00

F104

.223rem Sig STG90 PE Assault Rifle
Folding stock, fully adjustable rear sight similar to the G3, flip-up night
foresight and integral bipod to fore-end. Bayonet mount to gas block, muzzle
brake to barrel. Twenty round magazine. Accessories include: Two x 20rd &
1x 30rd magazine, bayonet, pull-through cleaning kit in carry pouch, rod type
cleaning kit in pouch and instruction manual. Gun is "as new" and appears to
be unfired.
7,62mm SKS Rife
7,62 x 39mm Yugoslav Type SG SKS Service rifle complete with folding
blade grenade launching sight & grenade launcher fitted to muzzle. Rubber
recoil pad factory fitted to butt for grenade launching use. Matching numbers
to receiver magazine & butt. Good bore, good overall condition.

R 50000.00

.30/06 M1 Garand Service Rifle
Manufactured by Springfield Armoury. Serial number 4313262. Includes
military issue webbing sling. Excellent bore, good plus original condition.
7,62x39mm T81S-2 Chinese Assault Rifle By Norinco
A Chinese improvement on the AKM featuring rifle grenade launching ability
& folding stock. Excellent original condition.
.223 Galil Semi-Auto Rifle
Ex. Israeli Defence force gun. Has Israeli crest to lh side of receiver plus 3position selector. Israeli Galil rifles differed from SADF R4's in that they have
a wooden foregrip, shorter butt and scope mounting cut-out to the receiver.
Good to good plus condition.
12ga Remo Bolt Action Shotgun
Integral magazine feed to action, 30" steel barrel, action marked "Remo
Suhl", semi pistol grip stock. Good condition.

R 14500.00

F102

F105

F106

F107

F108

F109
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R 12500.00

R 9500.00

R 12500.00

R 18000.00

R 500.00

F110

F111

12ga Browning Shotgun
Browning model 2000 semi auto shotgun, ribbed 28" barrel with 1/4 choke to
it. Gun is made in Belgium and assembled in Portugal, high gloss factory
blue to action & receiver, woodwork displays some light scratches to
varnished finish, ventilated recoil pad to walnut stock, good plus overall
condition.
12ga Greener S/S Boxlock Shotgun - Cased
Boxlock non-ejector "long" action with 30" barrels choked full & 3/4. Nitroproof 1,25oz. 70mm chambers. Barrels marked "Made especially for A.P.
Walshe Johannesburg". Semi-pistol grip stock. Leather case. Gun is in
particularly good original condition with good bores and tight action.

R 4500.00

R 7500.00

F112

12ga. Perazzi Grande Italia O/U Shotgun - Cased
In factory supplied case. Single selective trigger with auto ejectors. Barrel
length of 29,5" with broad top rib, multi-choke to lower barrel and full choke
to top barrel. Mintbores& tight action. Gun comes with two extra multichokes. Very well-figured walnut stock with Perazzi pad to it. A superior
grade gun in extremely good condition.

R 32500.00

F113

.45acp Thomson Model Of 1927A1 HMC - Cased
Civilian variant built for semi-auto fire only. In Thomson factory fitted hard
case with 100rd. drum magazine, stick magazine, instruction manual and
gun lock. Model 1927A1 has pistol fore-grip, 16,5" finned barrel, 18" with
compensator and adjustable sights. Blued finish with walnut stock. Carbine is
in "As new" condition and appears to be unfired.

R 55000.00

F114

No Item

F115

.470 Midland Rifle - Cased
Boxlock extractor gun with 26" barrels & 3 leaf rear sight. Barrels marked
"Midland Gun Co. Birmingham" and "Cordite .470-75-500Axite .470-77500". Fully engraved action with tiger, lion & buffalo scenes to it. Action has
side-clips and disc set strikers. Stock is made of very well-figured walnut and
has pistol grip, teardrops, shadow-line cheekpiece and solid recoil pad.
Engraving to steel grip cap. The gun is in very fine professionally refinished
condition, bores in good condition and cased with trade label, oil bottle and
snap caps. All in very good condition.

R 195000.00

CATEGORY G ~ MODERN LONGARMS
Lot #

Lot Description

G1

.22/20ga Savage Mod 24C O/U Combination gun
Barrel lengths of 20" , Colour case hardened receiver, selector to hammer .
Excellent original condition.
.410 Mossberg 183KE Shotgun
Model 183KE bolt action shotgun, Barrel of 25" equipped with Mossberg
variable choke. Integral box magazine. Good original condition.
No Item

G2

G3
G4

Estimate

20ga Orbit O/U Shotgun
Double trigger extractor action made in Italy. Ribbed steel barrels of 27,5",
pistol grip walnut stock. All in good plus condition.
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R 2250.00

R 750.00

R 12500.00

G5

12ga Norinco O/U Trap Shotgun
Broad top rib to 29,5" barrels, choked full and full, slight crack to stock where
it meets up to receiver. Gun is new ex dealer stock.
12ga. Norinco O/U Skeet Shotgun
Broad top rib to 26,5" barrels, choked 1/4 and 1/4 Single trigger, ejector
action. Problem with upper barrel ejector which would need attention, slight
crack to stock where it meets up to receiver. Gun is new ex dealer stock.

R 4500.00

12ga SKB Mod 505 Sporting Shotgun
Ventilated rib to 30" multichoke barrels, walnut pistol grip stock and fore-end
with Pachmayar Old English pad, single selective trigger ejector action. Gun
is in good to good plus condition. SKB shotguns have long had a reputation
for robust reliability.
12ga Silma O/U Trap Mod Cobra 2001 Shotgun
Select grade walnut, gold plated single selective trigger, ejectors to ribbed
30" multi choke barrel, wrap around chequering to fore-end. Gun is in new
condition and has not previously been registered to any buyer.
12ga CZ S/S Shotgun
Brno sidelock S/S shotgun. Steel barrels of 28,25" choked 3/4 and 1/2 ,
pistol grip and cheekpiece to stock which has had a ventilated recoil pad
fitted to it. Overall good condition.
12GA Miroku S/S Shotgun
Boxlock ejector with 28" barrels choked full & 1/4, straight hand stock with
ventilated recoil pad, good bores, tight action. Good plus overall condition.

R 12500.00

G11

12ga Beretta Mod RS 200P Pump Action Shotgun
Multi chokes to 22,5" barrel long magazine tube, good plus overall condition.

R 4750.00

G12

12ga Manufrance Pump Action Shotgun + spare barrel
Barrel length of 20" with 1 1/4 choke three round tubular magazine, includes
spare 30" barrel. Scratches to finish of wooden fore-end and butt, metal work
in good condition.

R 1500.00

G13

12ga Remington M870 Pump Action Sporting Shotgun
Ribbed 35,5" barrel with extension added to magazine giving gun a seven
round capacity. Fleur-de-lys style chequering to fore-end and grip, ventilated
recoil pad to butt. Gun is in excellent original condition and would appear to
have seen very little use.
12ga Atis CX12 Pump-Action Shotgun
Riot gun with folding stock and 20" barrel, 6rd box magazine. Good condition
except for scratches on receiver.
12ga Franchi Semi-Auto Shotgun
Ribbed 21" barrel with extended magazine tube, wrap around chequering to
fore-end two panel chequering to pistol grip and stock. Good overall
condition.
12ga Atis Semi-Auto Shotgun
Clone of the celebrated Browning Model 5. Ventilated top rib to 26" (660mm)
barrel,1/2 choke, chequered wrist & fore-end. The Atis has the capacity to
take a stretched Browning-type magazine and can readily be lengthened for
3-gun shooting.

R 6500.00

G6

G7

G8

G9

G10

G14

G15

G16
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R 4500.00

R 17500.00

R 4500.00

R 5500.00

R 2950.00

R 2500.00

R 2750.00

G17

12ga Pointer S/Auto Shotgun
Field gun with 28" ventilated rib barrel. Wrap around chequering to fore-end
two panel chequering to butt. The Pointer is the Japanese made version of
the Browning A5 humpback. Good condition.

R 2250.00

G18

12ga. Franchi Mod 500 s/auto shotgun.
Field model with 28" ventilated rib choked barrel. Floral engraving to
receiver, solid recoil plate to butt. Very good condition.

R 2250.00

G19

.22lr Savage Stevens Model 87A Semi-Auto Rifle
Blow back action semi-auto with tubular magazine to 24" barrel. Fitted with
4x32 scope. Refinished stock. Action can be locked in place offering single
shot or semi-auto function. WR number applied to barrel. Good overall
condition.
.22lr Norinco JW15A Sporting Rifle
Fitted with a 4x32 Tasco silver antler scope plus suppressor. Very good plus
to excellent condition.
.223 Ruger Mini-14 Rifle
Open sights to 18,5 " barrel, wooden factory stock, 20 round magazine.
Good plus condition.
.223rem Ruger Mini-14 S/Auto Rifle
Open sights to 18,5 " barrel, wooden refinished factory stock, magazine
missing. Good condition.
.223rem Ruger Mini-14 Ranch Rifle
Ranch rifle was built with integral rugger scope mounts to it. Muzzle of 18,5"
barrel has been threaded for a suppressor. Ventilated synthetic upper hand
guard five round magazine, rear sight missing, some wear to finish on
wooden fore-end, overall good condition.

R 1850.00

.223rem Ruger Rifle
Includes 3 x 20rd mags and 1 x 30rd mag. Adjustable cheek piece to stock,
integral picatinny rail type fore-end which mounts an easily adjustable peep
rear sight and luminescent fore-sight, equipped with muzzle brake and
military type sling. Good overall condition.
.243Ackley-imp. Brno Model ZKK601 Rifle
Barrel of 24" threaded for silencer, Tasco 4x40 scope fitted, deluxe type
stock. Rifle manufactured 1982, good bore. Good overall condition but for
recoil paid which has perished and needs replacing.
.303 Lee Enfield Sporting Rifle
Built on the 303 No.4 Savage action. Fitted with Tasco 4x40 scope on Lynx
mounts, 22" barrel, chequered wrist and fore-end, dark wood fore-end tip
and ventilated recoil pad fitted to butt. Particularly good condition.
.303 P14 Enfield Sporting Rifle
Fitted with 4x32 Nikko Sterling scope to receiver which has had the sight
ears milled off. Home-made stock of imbuia with light fore-end tip added.
Good bore.

R 8000.00

G20

G21

G22

G23

G24

G25

G26

G27
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R 2500.00

R 6500.00

R 6500.00

R 6750.00

R 6500.00

R 2500.00

R 1750.00

Conditions of Sale
The following Terms and Conditions as amended by any postal notice or verbal
announcement during the sale, constitutes the entire terms and conditions under which the
property listed in this catalogue, is offered for sale by Classic Arms and any consignor for the
said property that we act for.
1) As used herein, the “bid price” shall mean the price at which a lot is knocked down by
theauctioneer,toapurchaserandtheterm“purchaseprice”shallmeantheaggregateof:
a) The bid price,
b) A PREMIUM PAYABLE BY THE PURCHASER OF 12,5% OF THE BID PRICE, + VAT at
14% thereon (i.e. a total premium of 14.25%)
c) And where specifically stated by the auctioneer VAT at 14% of the bid price. It is recorded
that the consignor has authorised Classic Arms to retain the premium payable on each lot
as part of our remuneration and that the VAT payable on such premium is in addition to
such premium.
2. On the fall of the Hammer the highest bidder will have been deemed to have purchased
the lot being offered and to have:
a) assumed full responsibility and liability for the ownership of that lot in
accordance with the terms and conditions contained herein
b) to undertake to settle the aggregate purchase price within a maximum of seven calendar
days from the date of sale.
In the case of all firearms it is specifically recorded that the purchaser is deemed to have
assumed full liability for ownership and payment in accordance with the terms and conditions
contained herein irrespective of the granting or not of a South African Police Services licence
or permit for possession of the said lot.
All lots requiring licences shall be retained by Classic Arms pending proof of issuance of said
licences.
Should a licence for any lot, for any reason whatsoever, be declined, then the purchaser may
require Classic Arms or a registered arms and ammunition dealer of the purchasers choice to
resell such lot on the purchasers behalf. Such sale shall be conducted against the prevailing
terms and conditions of the chosen dealer at time of resale and, irrespective of the Auction
purchase price, at the price determined in agreement with the auction purchaser and the
dealer
It is specifically noted that Classic Arms may in no way be held liable for a shortfall if any,
between the auction purchase price and the resale price.
Under no circumstances shall any lot requiring SAPS licensing be released to any person or
body not duly authorised to be in legal possession of said lot, and unless all monies due have
been settled in full and in accordance with the terms and conditions contained herein.
No lots shall be deemed to have been paid for until all monies due have been delivered in
cash or in Bank Cleared funds.
All purchases may be paid for in cash, by Master Card or VISA, American Express or Diners
Club International, or by cashiers. or Bank Guaranteed Cheque. A further premium of 5% of
the aggregate purchase price including VAT thereon will be levied for all Credit or
Charge Card settlements.
Nocashier’schequewillbedeemedtoconstitutepaymentuntiltheeffectsthereofhavebeen
cleared into the Classic Arms Trust Account.
If the foregoing or any other conditions contained herein are not complied with by the
purchaser, in addition to any other remedies available to us and the consignor by law,
including but without limitation to, the right to hold the purchaser liable for the purchase price,
then we at our sole discretion may:
a) cancel the sale, retaining as liquidation costs any amounts paid by the purchaser,
b) resell the property.
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3. All payments to be made within 7 days. Property sold at auction and not paid for in
full or collected, within 4 (Four) elapsed Months from the date of the auction, shall be
deemed to be abandoned UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTIFIED.
The auctioneer reserves the right to dispose of the property in any manner he sees fit and
recover reasonable administration and/or storage costs from the disposal of said property
and/or the purchaser.
No subsequent claim arising from such a disposal shall be entertained and the auctioneer
may not be held liable for any losses incurred by either the consignor or purchaser, or any
other party, in this regard either publicly or privately and in such event to hold the purchaser
liable for all costs including our commission and expenses for both sales, all other charges
due hereunder, our attorneys fees and incidental charges.
All fees commissions, bid prices and duties not settled promptly by the purchaser in terms of
this clause 2 shall bear interest at South African Bankers prime lending rate plus 3 percent
from the seventh day following the sale until settlement is received in full.
In the event that a purchaser does not effect collection within four months of the sale date, of
any item purchased, Classic Arms reserves the right to charge a storage fee of ZAR 150-00
per calendar month or part thereof. Such fee being payable monthly in advance from the first
day of the month within which the four month period shall expire. In the event that the
purchaser fails in his obligation to Classic Arms to pay such fee, Classic Arms, may at its own
discretion, resell such item to recover such fee.
4. We reserve the right to withdraw any property at any time prior to the actual sale of such
property. Unless actually stated by the auctioneer, all lots shall be offered against their
catalogued number and no lot shall be divided for sale.
5. We reserve the right to reject any bid. The highest bid acknowledged by the auctioneer
shall be deemed to be the final bid price. In the event of any dispute between bidders or, if in
the sole opinion of the auctioneer he doubts the validity of a bid, the auctioneer shall have the
sole right to determine the successful bid or to re-offer the property in dispute for sale. Our sale
records shall be conclusive in any dispute during or after conclusion of the sale.
6. If for any reason beyond our control, including but not limited to, fire, theft, acts of God, or
insurrection, we are prevented from delivering the property to the purchaser, then we will be
liable only for the sum actually paid therefore by the purchaser and shall in no event include
payment for consequential or incidental damages.
Classic Arms accepts no liability for any losses of whatsoever nature caused by any legislative
changes in regard to the possession, by individuals or bodies, of firearms or ammunition.
7. If a lot is offered subject to a reserve (this being the confidential minimum price required
by the consignor) then Classic Arms reserves the right to open the bidding or to bid on the
consignor’sbehalfinordertoprotectsuchreserve.
ClassicArmsshallnotbidontheconsignor’sbehalfabovesuchreserve.INNOEVENTMAY
A CONSIGNOR BID ON ANY PROPERTY OFFERED FOR SALE BY SAID CONSIGNOR.
8. All lots are sold “Voetstoots”. ALL STATEMENTS CONTAINED IN THE CATALOG OR
IN ANY SALE DOCUMENTATION AS TO THE AUTHENTICITY, VALIDITY, AUTHORSHIP,
PERIOD CULTURE, SOURCE, PROVENANCE, RARITY, CONDITION, IMPORTANCE OR
HISTORICAL VALUE, ARE STATEMENTS OF OPINION AND ARE NOT
REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES. NOT WARRANTY IS GIVEN AS TO ACCURACY
OF RIFLES OR CLARITY OF OPTICS.
9. If we undertake packaging orhandlingofanylotsonthepurchaser’sbehalfitisdoneso
entirely at the purchasers risk. We are not liable for any acts or omissions of carriers or
packers including those recommended by us. Such carriers or packers may carry there own
insurance and any claims for loss or damage should be addressed directly to them.
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10. These Conditions of Sale and the respective rights of the purchaser and Classic Arms,
are governed by the laws of South Africa. By bidding at an auction in person, or by agent,
order-bid or telephone or other means, the buyer or bidder agrees to be bound by these
Conditions of Sale.
Any dispute controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this Agreement, or the breach,
termination or validity thereof, brought by or against Classic Arms (but not including claims
brought against the consignor by the purchaser of the lots consigned hereunder) shall be
resolved by the parties in 10.
These Conditions of Sale, shall bind the successors and assigns of all bidders and
purchasers and inure to the benefit of successors and assigns. No waiver amendment or
modification of the terms hereof (other than posted notices or oral announcements during the
sale) shall bind us unless specifically stated in writing signed by us.
11. Absentee Bids. As a service to those bidders that are unable to attend the actual
auction, we may at our sole discretion accept bids in advance of sale by telephone, or in
writing on the bidding forms provided in the back of the sale catalogue.
Pleasenotethatwecannotaccept“buy”bidsandallbidsmustclearlystatethemaximum
(excluding buyers premium and any applicable taxes) bid that the bidder is willing to pay. In
the event that identical absentee bids are received then the first bid received shall take. We
accept no responsibility for not executing an absentee bid for any reason whatsoever.
12. Estimate prices. As a service to our clients, we furnish presale estimates for all lots.
These estimates are intended as a guide to current market value and represent no warranty
to bidder or seller as to the actual price.
Bidding normally begins at 50% of the estimate but the final price may be more or less than
the estimate value.
13. Sale Increments. The following increments apply to all lots bid for. Please note that the
auctioneer will increment the purchase price at these rates and not at any rate bid from the
floor. By bidding, a prospective purchaser acknowledges these increments.
0 - 500
R 50-00 increments
501 - 1999
R 100-00 increments
2,000-4,999
R 250-00 increments
5,000-9,999
R 500-00 increments
10,000-19,999
R 1,000-00 increments
20,000 >
R 2,500-00 increments
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POSTAL BIDDING FORM

To:
Classic Arms (Pty) Ltd)
PO Box 484
River Crescent
1042

Tel: 013 656 2923
Fax: 013 656 1835
Email: info@classicarms.co.za

Kindly accept the following bids for Auction No 59 to be held on 25th November 2017

Please complete this form in Block Letters and return by: 16h00 0n 23rd Novmeber 2017
Lot No. Description:
Limit:
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
I agree to the terms and conditions of sale as may be amended;
Full Name: (Please Print)
ID Number:
Postal Address:
Residential Address:
Tel :
Fax:
Cell :
Email:
Signature :
Date:
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